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P R E F A C E 

Thematic Joint Programming is conceived as a mechanism for the 
development of a syetern-wide medium term environment programme, 
to commence in January 1984- it is concerned with subjects or 
areas of activities in which several tiN agencies have specific 
interest and programmes. Technology is one of these areas. This 
exercise is intended to identify actions required by each of the 
organizations concerned and particularly initiativts UNEP should 
take in order to achieve the objectives of the Environment 
Programme, it therefore seeks to ensure that any action undertaken 
cornplenients the actions of the other concerned organizations and 
to identify the resources needed and their sources. 

This exercise ilas been endorsed by the UNEP Governing Council, and 
is in line With General Assembly resolutions on the restructuring 
of the economic and social sectors of the U.L system, which has 
called for an increasing measure of joint planning in areas of mu'al 
concern. 	 -. 

The thematic joint programming exercises should provide the basis 
elements for the preparation of the system—wide programme. The 
thematic joint programming attempts to set out the objectives to 
be achieved and to identify the expected outputs, to examine the 
total resources needed for regular budget, from the environment ft.nd 
or from other extra budgetary sources. More specifically, the 
thematic joint programming should; identify actions which each 
organization by virtue of its current and planned activities, is prepared 
to take as part of an implementation plan for environmentally sound 
and appropriate technology, and therefore should produce those 
elements for programme which includes the activities to be undertaken, 
the agents of implementations, the resources required and the time frame. 

This paper has been prepared by UNEP as a background document for the 
thematic joint programming. It draws upon information available 
in UNEP and obtained by direct contact and discussion with the 
different agencies. The document is only a first draft and its, 
objective is to present a. picture of the activities of the tiN system 
for the purposes of the meeting. 	

1. 
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I. INTROiUCTIO} 

II 

- 	The purpose of this report is to present an overview of the 

activities of the UN system in the field of appropriate technology, 

so as to identify gaps in knowledge and in the mechanisms of inter-

agency coordination to ensure a regular exchange of information 

and to design joint supportive action. 

In order to lulfir this objective, whilst taking into account 

the lack of a single understanding of appropriate technology as well 

as other methodological and ieóhnical difficulties that are mentioned 

below, the scope and approach of the report is somewhat different to 

the previous surveys in this areas. 	 -. 	 - 

Since there is no overall consensus 'wkithin the UN system as to 

the definition and content of the concept of appropriate technology, 

the report departs from the conventional approach which consists of 

selecting activities for review according to a pre-determimed defini- 
strictly 

tion. Many of the activities mentioned here do no/correspond in fact 

to what is considered by UNP as environmentally-sound and econornicall 

and socially appropriate technologies. These activities are neverthele 

ref erred to since other quarters, within and outside the UN system, 

consider that they fall into the range of appropriate technology. 

(1) Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Science 
and Technology for Development, Overview of Activities of Organs 
Organizations and Programmes of the United Ntions Sytems, Report 
prepared jointly by the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
C0nference on Scien:e and Technology for DeveloDment and the 
Ad,miriistrative Committee on Coordination, A/COflF/81/PC/19 (PartI 
31 July 1978- 	Advisory Committee on the Application of Science a 
Technology to Development, Reportof the Ad Hoc \orking Group on 
Appropriate Tchnoogy , E/AC.52/XXIII/CkP.29 10 June 1)77. W.M. 
Floor, A Critical iLeviw of 	Activities of the UiJ System on 
Aproprite Technoloy, prepared for an ThU meeting on Interna-
tional Action for Appropriate Technology, Geneva, 5-9 Lsembor 197 



The scope of the report encompasee, therefore, more than 
a commentary on activities, although the survey is far from exhaustive 

from the point of view of listing programmes and projects. It reviews 

the conceptual framework of policies in the UN system for promoting 

appropriate technology, gives some indications on their theoretica.. 

background , and provides selected examples of the resulting operational 

activities. It is belei'ved that this presentation gives a better over-

all picture than a listing of activities, which would be incompJ.ete..in 

any case for lack of adequate reporting by most of the organisations. 

The attention paid to the conceptual and theoretical basis of 

policies does not stem from some Boholarly and speculative preoccupatio: 
10 

but from the, fact that the very concept of appropriateness implies a va 

judgemerit and, therefore, any consideratjon made about appropriateness 

of technology will inevitably reflect a given set of ideas and assmp-

tions about development and the benefits and drawbacks of actions 

oriented to development. The nature of the activities promoted in the 

field of appropriate technology illustrates the kind of similarities 

and divergences that arise from different conceptualisations of 

the meaning of appropriateness , when applied to technology. 

Overview of policies and strategies. 

Whereas none of the organisations of the U1J system excludes 

to be doing some work on appropriate technology (either practically 

in the field, or as a result of a conceptualized strategy, or both), 

only a few of them have attempted at investigating the conceptual 
ILO, UNEP, tINIDO, the 

content of this notion. 	/Off ice for Science and Technology, 16.nd tb 

World Bank are basically the organisations that are engaged in the 

- 	elaboration of a conceptual framework on the notion of appropriate 

technology and its relation to the developmeut process and policies. 

I 
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The poliis and strategies found In the organizations 

of the UN system zho that U1nP' s approach to environmentally-sound 

and appropriate technology is in part iplioit in several activities 

of these organisations. Emphasis is placed, in some way or other, on 

the need to develop and use technologies that permit savings of raw 

materials and energy, that reduce wastes and that allow the reproducti 

capacity of the environment to he maintained and enhanced. however, thi 

choice of the means to achieve these objectivs, as well as the econoni: 

and social goals of appropriate technology, varies significantly; some 

organisations give priority to the technical means, as for instance 

a more adequate use of natural resouces and a more scientific knowled. 

of natural biological processes, through scientific and technological 

research, others give more weight to institutional arrangements such a: 

a socially and environmentally-oriented strategy of develoyrnent and a 

new international economic order. 

Within the UN system, the elaboration of the conceptual frameworl 

for the notion of appropriate technology stems from two sources. in 

some cases, this work is the loical continuation of the orgariationT 

involvement with conceptual thinking on technology, in relation to 

opecif Ic aspects of development and policies. In other instances, the 

theoretical work is derived from practical involvement at the opera-

tional level. Ilany organizations, among this latter group, have express 

interest in furthering the development of appropriate technology at the 

field level, but have not made any concise definition of what they niE 

by appropriate technology, thus causing a reaction to this term whioh IE 

often characterized as being vague and impractical for policy guidance. 

As a result of these dIffereflt backgrounds, the propositions and 

viewpoints found within the UN system with respect to appropriate 

technology reflect quite adequately the trends on this notion by other 

organisations outside of the UN system. 

I 



With 	peot to 	chnolo;y two vie.:.-, are upheld in general 

	

terms. On the one 1jii 	there i the idca that all known and 

presently applied technology in appropriate to some use or another,  

to some or other circumstance1 The argiinient is that, if it were 

otherwie, the teohnoloy would be automatically discrded and fall 

into disuse. Iuch of the reasoning is based on common sense and 

involves the belief in the existence oZ.a sort of "invisbie handi' 
S 

which apparently would mediate at the technical, economic, eocial and 

political levels to make sure that man uses, for his welfare and 

confort, the best means at his disosal. 

In opposition to this view, others hold that technology oould 

and should be used for solving immediately the pressing dvelopiental 

problems of humanity, but that such is not the case 6A present. - 

Some divergency may be found, however, as to the causes for techno-

logy not being properly used. Whatever the answer, solutions generala 

stress the need to evolve new institutional arrangements to make 

possible the application of technology to presently identified needs. 

IIuch thinking has been devoted to the question of criteria for evalua-

ting the usefulness of technology. This problem is treated both from 

the point of view of technological choice and planning, and of techno-

logical assessment. Both view points are based on the premise that the 

criteria for evaluating technology do not reflect the priorities and 

needs of our times, and thus must be changed. There has been however 

several drawbacks in evolving a proper methodology for evaluation. 

I 
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With respect to appropriate technology, the survey shows that 

viewpoints and :propositions are quite varied within the UJ system. 

On the whole , there is a strong tendency towards cansiering 

appropriate any activity which is small-scale, low-cost in monetary 

terms, and which uses natural resources (raw and energy materials) 

that can be supplied with less capital outlays and more labour inputs 

relative to current advanced processes of objaining the same natura]. 

products. It is often iplicitly beleived that such activities are i 

any case adequate for th-e rural areas and for the urban low-income 

populations, where the severe condiions of unemployment and under-

employment both cheapens the cost of labour and the cost of obtainin 

raw materials and products. 

It is also generally considered, within this framework of 

thinking, that the creation of employment is socially adequate which-

ever the conditions of emnicyment may be, whether employment is en-

sured through labour-intensive methods of productio, the intensifica-

tion of physical human efforts, or any other means of increasing the 

use of human energies for productive purposes, 

mploymert is furthermore regarded by this trend of thought, 

as the panacea of income distribution, although it is sometimes 

made clear that employment in labour-intensive operations can only 

be achieved in a low-wage economy, which is not exactly the most 

conducive to massive social and economic improvements of the living 

q. 	and working conditions of rural and urban low-income populations. 

As for environmental issues, this school of thought takes it 
S 

for granted that small-scale operations and labour-intensive processe 

- 	are less disruptive on the biological processes of nature. 



A second viewpoint censiders appropriate any kind of equipments, 

designs, method and know-how which reduce the negative impact on the 

environnient (t1rough avoiding or reducing the output of wastes, for 

instance), and on the availability of raw and energy materials (through 

savings, substitution, recycling,longer life period and extended 

obsolescence, etc.). The environmental soundness of these technologies, 

a product of the application of scientific principles of efficiency, 

does not automatically imply, however, tht the generalized adoption 

of these technologies would make them economically and socially adequate 
and strateic developmental 

in the absence of other institutional /ohanges. 

These two interpretations of apropriate technology both lead 

to give consideraule stress on adapting machinery, implements, tools, 

equipments, designs, formulas and methods of work organisation. This 

means, for the developing countries, to increase their capabilities in 

technological research and development, and their institutional capaci-

ties to handip a great many activities that are smafl-scale and 

dispersed. 

Po1icr proposals that refer to the search and development of 

appropriate technology often make no distinction of two sorts of 

adaptations that are quite different. 	 - 

One kind of adaptation seeks answers to technical specifications 

such as scaling down of processes and plants, the search for a different 

product mix, changes according to• quality and quantity of inputs, etc. 

The other sort is linked to economic specifications. These are determined 

as a rule, by the prevailing current prices of resources (basically 

capital finance, technology, labour, raw materials and engy) and they 

are based not on physical principles but on economic assumptions, in 

particularly that the price ratio of these inputs will remain constant 
C . 

(or in any case that labour will always be less costly  than all other 

inputs), and that the shortage of finance capital and the accumulation 

of debts is to remain a permanent feature of developing counti'ies. Thus 

the overall tendency is to adapt technology in such a way as to allow thel 

rf m.nnôwer for nroductive DurDoses. 



Overview of activities angp. 

Th.w to the fact that there are a range of different and sometimes 

conflicting criteria for defining appropriatness of technology, the 

se l ection  of activities which are environmentally sound and economical 

and socially approprite is a task made all the more difficult by 
- 	 technological content of 

the absence of material that summarizes the/programmes and prcjeet 

or the UN organisations and their plans for the medium—term. There is  

a need for greater precision in reporting on activities in the general 

• 	field of appropriate technology. 	- 

The problem of choosing activitiee that are relevant to the 

search for environmentally—sound and appropriate technologies is 

compounded by the sheerck of information -on expenditures made in 

this field wkithin the UN system. There is even a lack of financial 

figures for science and technology as a whole, as it has been poinl;ed 

out recently by the preparatory committee for the United Iations - 

Conference on Science and Technology for Development. This problem 

should also be viewed by the !nter—agecy coordination. 
selected here for the 

Although the riethoL/cf classification of activities is not 

perfect by any means, it does take into sccount the TJN strategy 

towards meeting the basic needs of the majority of the develoiing 

countries' populations, and the range of activities in the productive 

sectors that are a requisite for obtaining the goods to fulfil basic 

needs and for obtaining a viable and sustained environment in the lone 

term. In addition, consideration has been given to the present trend 

towards institutional building in developing countries, and increased 

efforts towards dissemination activities. The joint problers of 

definition and classification of environmentally sound and appopr5.ate 

technology shoulçl be given priority by the inter—agency coordination., 
particularly because of the Ureat amount of oveñapping in thisfield. 

It is also felt that there is a need for catalytic researcii to 

complement the in—built programmes and projects evaluations, so as to 
and action 

• 	identify for the whole of the UN system the new researchneedei to enmu 

- 	 environmentally—sound and appropriate technolo. ies do meet ba's&e needs 

• 	 and improve resource utilisation4 ai1i tho quality of th•e otwbonin&nt to 

sntaln clevelczncnt! 

(i) Overview of activities of Organs Organizations and Prorammea of 

the United Nations System, op. cit.,p. 4. 
•"1 



UNEP'e goal 7  objective ndstro 

Goal The Governing Council of UNEP in decision 82(iv) approved a 
goal for Environmentally Sound and Appropriate Technology; 
"A global network of institutions to test, apply and publish 
advice on appropriate and environmentally sound technology, 
including human settlements technology and technologies for 
harnessing renewable sou.rces of energy, particularly for use 
in isolated areasT. 

Objective and Strategies. 

UNEP's objectives and strategies in the area of Eivironmentally 
Sound and Appropriate Technologies 1-ityl presented at the third 
and fourth Governing Council of UNEP. However, it should be 
pointed put that in the meantime different developments in UNEP 
and in the UN system occurred. Therefore it is possible that 
a reformulation of both objectives and strategies should be done. 
Agencies are invited to comment on this aspect. 

41 

The Objectives and Strategies can be summarized as follow: 

• 	 Objectives 50/ 

- To develop and promote environmentally sound technologies and 
techniques for using them, and to contribute to devising 
research and development plioieo designed to achieve this 
objective; 

- To evaluate the guidelines, reasoning and interests that 
have governed the process of research and development and to 
consider in the evaluation the effects of the use of the 
resulting technologies on the environment; 

- To examine the problem of technological dependence and the need 
for adaptation to the environment in the overall process of 
transfer of technology; 

- To define the role that environmental factors have played and 
should play in the selection and transfer of technology; 

— To promote transfer of technologies in accordance with the 
requirements and the specific characteristics of recipient - 
co-untries and to help developing countries adapt these technologies; 

(1) UNEP/oc/31. para.109 
UNEP/GC/61. para.170 



- To contri tute to (3ev1oping flcjJ  international rules and 
practices for the Iraner of emrironmentally south technologies 

To identify specific areas in which the developing countries 
can make an effort to create their own technologies 
oriented towards rational exploitation of natural resources 
with due consideration of environmrtal factors; 

- To contribute to defining the concept of social responsibility 
in research and development. 

Summary of strategy j /  - 

- The promotion of research activities on technical and economic 
aspects çf low polluting and non-waste technology; 

- The definition and identification of new patterns of research 
and development and the transfer of technology; 

- The identification of environmental factors in the pro cesof 
research and development and transfer of technology; 

- Advice to Governments investors, industrial enterprises and 
trade unionc on the selection of technologies for new investment 
projects; 	 - 

- The strengthening of research and development capacity in 
developing countries in accordance with their specific needs 
and characteristics; 

- Continuing consultations with Governments, international 
organizations and the international legal community to 
facilitate the development of international rules and practices 
for the transfer of technology. 

The main mechanism for the direct implementation of UNEP goal is 
the establishment of a global network of institutions-based projects 
on environmentally-sound and appropriate technologies (see ecticn ix). 

However it in clear that the achievement of the goal rests affiong 
other elements in the adequate co-ordination between the U.N. system 
and the dissemination of the concept among governments, scientific, 
national and international institutions, so support of activities 
oriented to these purposes will be developed siim4taneously. 

1 

:.1' UNEP/GC/61, para.170 



Cataly-Lio role of UNEP in the UN system4 In the area of the 
tecirnology this function attempts to be a uort of environmental 
and developmental cOnscience for the UN system by analysing 
whether and to what extent the technologies implicitly or 
explicitly referred in its various actions and re2olutione are 
consistent with objectives of environmentally soundness and 
socio-econornic appropriateness. This activity should be of a 
permanent character and imply an adequate co-ordination with 
activities developed by other bodies of.the system. Two types 
of action should be considered: 

To study and evaluate those activities carried out by UN bodies 
and agencies to which UNEP can contribute substantively and 
that at the same time can be used as a support for other 
TJNEP activities. 	 Jk 

To identify activities where t1NJP involveent is more in line ;-:ith 
catalysing and deployment of 1,  BAZ in 'the - achievement of the global 
objective of harmony with the environment and of develoment and 
International Economic Co-operation. 

In relation to information and dissemination, several activities 
have been undertaken: 

a preliminary edition of a Directory of Institutions and 
Individuals Active in ESAT was prepared in collalSoration 
with I1S. A final version will be issued early 1 979. 

Tuo conceptual reports: 'A Conceptual framework for Environmentally 
Sound. and Appropriate Technologie&' and 'Tethodologies for 
Selection of Environmentally Sound and Appropriate Technology" 
will be published early 1979. 

Preparation of a Compendium on Environmentally Sound and 
Appropriate Technology. 

Joint publication of technical paper with UN agencies. The 
first publication will be prepared. with ILO. 



II, REVIEW UI? CQNCEPTUiL 1IE1'QK ARD POLICIES 

The following chapter gives information on the approaches, 

scope and s trategies , as regard appropriate technology, of the 

various organisatios of the United Nations systems It seeks to 

provide a background information for future cooperation and for 

the coordinating activities of UJE. 

t 	- 



1. 	ECA 

The Economio Comrniuion for Africa is ong the four regional 
coJnmiesionB that have dissemination activities in the field of 
enviromeutaily-cound and appzopriate teeiinoio&7(1).  In aaaition 
to the aotivities promoted by the Secretariat of the EQA, most 
of the work oarried out through 1A is in collaboration with other 
UN bodies, and non-UN organisations, such as governments and regional 
develoiznent banks. Through the influence of these'organisations, 
appropriate technology is generally understood at,iYA as labour'-. 
irrtenaive and economic reeource-'aving techniques 

Among the actixiiies of the Secretariat of the ECA, science ancl 
technology, and energy are the two main Aelds whore applications 
of appropria-te technology are sought.. From the point of view of 
inatit-ution-building, the ECA has an establiahed Intergovernmental 
Committee of Ezperts for Scionce and Tecirnology Dovelopent; it 
has recently set up a Regional African Centre for the Development, 
Adaptation and Technology Transferst in collaboration with OAIJ, UNI1X), 
tJNCTAI) ;  WIFO, ILO, UNESCO and FAOj and has collaborated to a great 
many meetings, conferences and seminars particularly in the field 
of energy, siiall-scale industries, and labour-intensive building and 
construction techniques. Under its prog'ranmie on sil-industries, 
the ECA gives coneultaricy aervices in the field of labo -intensive 
technology( 2 )and publishes jointly with TJNIDO a Bulletin of eia].l-scale 
Induøtrios in Africa. 

(t) ECA Annual J?eoort (4 March  1977 - 3 March 1978). ECOSOC Official i)ooument 
Supplement 10 and Asupplent 10, Addenda 1  United Nations 1978, E/1978j'50  and 
W1978/50/Aad. 1. 

(2) ECA, Appropriate Technology for snal1-acale industries, Possible roles 
for develonent finance institutions in XIca TL14fl 219 16 y 1977 

ECA Fourth Conference of African Idnisters of Industry, Report of the 
Fourth Meeting of the Follow-up Committee on Industrialization in Africa, 
Xaduna, Nigeria, 23-26  November 1977 E/CN. 1 4,/ 1NW220, 21 November 1977. 
ECA Meeting of African Eiperts on Building Materials, Components of the 
Policy and Strategy for the Devoloment of Construction and Building 
Materials Industries, Addle Ababa, Ethiopia, 17-21  Juty  1978,  E/CN. I 4/iWS/23, 
9 June 1978. Thid., Construction and Building .Naterials lucius -tries in Africa, 
WCN.14/Hus/22, 26 Juno 1978. 



2. 	ECE 

The Economic Commission for 2irope is the only regional commission that 
- 	 has evolved a specific policy for cn.'ironmental).y-sound and appropriate 

technology, through the concept of low- and non-waste technology. 

The ECE has elaboratea upon this concept since 1971,  when Senior 
Mvisors to ECE governments on environinental prq,blems drew attention 
of the ooniuiission to the problem of low- and non-waste technology, 
stating that production processes making less waste should be 
encouraged(). Non-waste techno].ogies have become a feature of the 
ECE programme of work and priorities since 1973(2),  leaclthg to 
numerous activities at the conceptual aud policy-making levels. 

The concept of non- and low-waste technology has developed out of the 
ECE governments' concern over the envircnmetal consequences of the 
established patterns of material and energy consumption. The problem 
stated by ECE, is that "although highly efficient in terms of phyLtieal 
output of commodities and energy services, these patterns are . 
characterized by great squandering of natural resource 3 and by high 
rates of waaie generation per unit of tt"( 3 ) 	In prder to avoid 
such negative side-effeots, two t:'cee of technological innovations 
have been searched in the ir4ustrialised countries: one has been 
developed to treat waste at the end of the production line the other 
is to minimize the creation of waBte all along the production line, 
from the process of extraction of raw materials, to the end of life 
of the final consumer goods. 

Therefore, according to ECE, the "concept of non-waste technology 
can be considered as a comprehensive approach towands the solution of 
the environrnental problems of industry". The concept is regarded as 
t a  long-term strategy or a philosophy of the evaluation of the 
environmental complei". The definition of such technology is as followsz 
"Iii essence, non-waste technology is the practical application of 
knowledge, methods and means, so as, within the needs of man, to provide 
the most rational use of natural resources and energy and to protect 
the environments Expressed differently (but equivalently), non-waste 

1. 

(i) EGE, Senior Advisers to ECE Govermnente on Environmental Problems, 
Environmental Issues of Critical Iiportance, ENV/W.P.7, September 1971. 

E,Senior Advissrs to ECE Governments on Environmental Problems, 
Programme of Work and Priorities f or 1973-1974,  1V/2 Annex I and II, 
T6 Apr, .L-T9T30 
ECE,Senior Mvisnrs to ECE Governments on Environmental Problems, Problems 
of Non-Waate Technology, ENV/R.27, 3 December 1974. 



technology should proiote the reduction to a minimum of losses of 
natural resources during their extracion, conversion and processing, 

• and Bhould ensure the elimination of imdeairable effects on the 
• 

	

	environment arising from the conversion or use of intered.iate 01 

final products. In this respect, wastes should be treated not only 
as potential pollu -taxis but also as potential 	it 
should be emphasized that the essential aspect of the concept of 
low and non-waste technology is to design processes, equipment and 
machinery, production facilities, and products in order to avoid 
creating waste throutghout the process, rather than handling and 
using, re-using or re-cycling waste after it has been prothiced( 2). 
However, the apprcach to low-waste-technology from the point of view 
of thermodynamic energy expense, alsokuovm as energy a000iinting 

system, does not make such a clear-cut distinctiori between 	Be 

two types of waste-eliminating or waste-avoiding technology '. 

In all cases, the research, develocient ariti production of new or 
adapted and improved non-waste technology should be guided,according 
to ECE, by criteria in which the environmental fsctors play m 
important role, as well as the requisite for poaible re.strictiàns 
and limitations on, and irirovenients in, present techripiogy. This 
control over technology should be appliod to several activities, 
including among others (4) :  

- product design 
- technology assessment and control of products and processes, 
- promotion of elementay non-waste processing methods, 
- development of sn-ti-pollution industry, including recycling 

and re-use of wastes, 
- vertical and/or horizontal integration of industries (constitution 

of sectoral multi-level complexes, concentration, etc.). 

Since there is scope for policy-action ( -to restrict, limit or promote 
scientific, technical and economic activities related to technological 
innovaton), the ECE has given some emphasis on the policy 
implications of the development of non-waste technology in the fields 
of education and training; technical experiientation and testing; 

Problems of Non-Waste Peohnolr, op. cii., p.1 
ECE Senior Advisers to EGE Governments on Environmental Problems Non-Warrte 
Technology, prepared by Dr. K.V. Anariiohev for the Ad Hoc meeting of e:cpert: 
OM epitnc3.ples, concçpts and practices of non-waste technology ana 
production systems, ENV/AC.4/E3, 15 November 1974- 
ECE Senior Advisers to ECE governments on environmental problems, Some 
susted principles and policy 	of non-waste teehnoloy, 
prepared by Ir. G. licyston for the Ad Hoc I4eeting of e:cperts on the prin-
ciples, concepts and practices of non-waste technology and production 
systems, ENV/AC.4/R. 2 1  19 November 974. 
BOB Senior Advisers to DCE Governments on environmental problems, Siy 
of -the consultation on btic principles ai-d policy ilicatiorif;of rion-wast. 
4h1rr. (iOr 1A_1 	fl+K,' I01A 	 i 	i 



and fiaci, monetry and re'iaory pinri.ing instruients () . 

The major projects thnt have been designed within ECE on technology, 
as part of the ECE role in helping to apply scientific advances 
to the de-qelonent of new methods and techniques, and to implement 
a broad transfer of technology(2),  have been recoirner4e1. to consider 
the concept of non-waste as criterion in their work 3  

The concept of non-iaate was given a somewhat different content 
since the inception in 1973,  of the research and dissemination project 
on low and non-waste technology, (4) which has a significant 
oonceptual importance. The new conceptual approach attempts to 
distinguish the concepts -of energy and natural resources from the 
concept of environment (of wbioh the first are actually a part), and 
to attribute a different rationality to the use of energy and 
natural resburces, on the one hand, and to the use of the environment, 
on the other band (which is a theoretical framework that may bring 
negative policy implicationa, particularly in developing oountries). 

Fu.rthermoro, the concept has acquired, within the non- and 1QW-
waste technology project, a two-fold character with respect to the 
objectives of non- and low-waste technology: it is to reduce pollition 
to a minimuni, and to preserrs natural resources, including enargyS). 
The integrated approach towards the concept of non-waste technology, 
which entails moving from non-waste technology at the entreprise 
or project level, to a non-waste economy and pattern of development, 
has been somewhat lost by the emphasis placed lately on technology 
for the use at firm level, 'both to reduce materials inputs and unused 
material outputs (non-waste technology) and to recover and reprocess 
waste (anti-pollution technology). Consequently, as a result of this 
orientation s  the pro jeot attributes a particule,r importance to 
co-operation with industry in market oconomie&s 6 ). 

Problems of Non-Waste Technolor, op.cit.,p.3, and Some  Suggsted 
rincp.Ies and 	implions of Non-aste TehnoIdq, Op.cit., p.45. 

BJE, Annual fleport (1 Nay 1977 - 22 April 19781, ECOSOC Official Records, 
SupplentfViI and II, United ationa 197, E/1978/47. 
EJE Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on environmental problems, 
Regort of the Ad Hoc Meeting, of 2merts on the Principles, Concepts and 
Practices of non-waste Technology and Production Syitems, Geneva u  
11 January 1975, W/AO.4/2, 15 January 1 9759 p.4. 
Ibid., p.2 

() Ibid., p.3 
(6) ECE Annual Roport,1978, op.oit., p.65 



Conceptual, theoretical and li - orit research has been ca-cried out 
4thin the low- and non-wastetoanology project on technological problems, 
economic problems, problems of governmenial pl.uining, and the theory of non-
waste technology from the .1,oint of view outlined. above (). These issues 
involved, in particular: 

- knowledge on the state of the at of nofl-waste technology, including international 
and national experiences, ad channels of information exchange; 	 -. 

- case-studies of cost-benefit of non-waste technology In the iron and ateel, 
pulp and paper, packaging and tyres industries, 

- economic, social, legal and fiscal policy instruments for implementing the 
search and diffusion of non-waste technology, 

attempts to mathematical and semi-qualified mod.cling to identify, specify 
and quantify the stFtes and x'elationship involving the economy, society 
and. ecology. 

In carrying out research on non-. and low-waste technology, the Etfl pro jeot 
has &rawn upon the studies and activities thatbeing made by other E)E 
projects, in particular in the following fields 2 : 

- inventory ofrj1lution emissions from stationary souroes; 
- toxic chemioals 	toxic substances 1  including, among other items, availabi 

technologies for disposal, technical-economic comparisons of 'ecycling and. 
recovering processes, and non-toxic technology; 

- waste heat from thermal power plans, and its possible impact and economic uses; 

- technologies for the use of low calorific coal and high sulphur content, 
techniques for the restoration of surfaces impared by coal mining, new uses 
of coal especially for gasification and liquefaction, technologies for the 
utilisation of coal and wastes during extraction and processing; 

(i) Report of the Ad Hoc Meeting of ExDerts on thePrlesConcepjnd 
e ecloogy 	 op. cit. 

Non-i4aste Technology and. Production, A Seminar of the United Nations 
conomic Commision for htirope, Pergainon Press 1978. 

(2) ME Senior Advisers to ECE Covernrneuts on Environmental Problems, 
ieview of Work Accornlisbod or in , Geneva, 27 February - 3 1arch 1978 7  
ENV/R..70, 21 November 1977. 

ECE Annual Report 1978, opc cit. 	1. 

XE Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Eavironmental Problems, Smm 
Reports for Activities in the Programme of Work and Prioritiec for 1914/1975 
Geneva, 24-28 February 1975 EtW/R.28, 29 November 1974. 
ECE Seiiior Advisers for ECE Gvrnments on Eavironmental Problems, Activities 
undertakeayECEprinciDle subsidiary bodice in the fields related. :onon-
waste technology, Preparatory Meeting for a 3eminar on the Principics and 
Creation of Non-Waste Technology and Production, Geneva 24-25 November 1975, 
ENV1Sr2d.61W1R1, 24 October 1975. 



- probable evolution of production and use of ener, new technologies 
for energy productioi and use, climatic and socio-economic 
restrictions to energy consumption; 

- environmental policies and strategies, policies on low and non-waste 
technology and reutilization and recycling of wastes, 

- prodwtion of engineering equipment for the prevention of pollution 
and its technical-economic effectiveness; 

- measures for saving raw materials in engineering industries; 

- technical-economic aspects and results of anti-corrosion measures 
in engineering industri eTs; 	-. 

- equipment and techniques for manure freatment; 

- raw materials and energy requirements in the chemical industry; 

- utilization of wastes in and by the çiaJ industry 

- legal obligations in the design, construction and operations of 
thernal power stations of couventional types, of nuclear p2we r  
stations, and of high voltage tranission lines and operations 

- rational use of gas and methods of determining the efficienoy of 
equipment in various industries; 

- technological trends in use and recycling of basic resources and materials; 

- use of steel in otor-vehicle manufacturing, interrelation between the 
iron and steel industry and the steel consuming industries; 

- non-waste technology in the iron and steel industry; 

- treatment and disposal of çanio waste: sewage, sludge, industrial 
effluents and agricultural wastes; 

- recycling of high-_polpjier wastes 

- water supply and effluent disposal 

The EXE intends to further expand activities in the search and dissemination 
of non- and low-waste technology. Apart from the investigations done by the 
ECE chemical industry committee, the steel committee, and the committee on 
water problems - some of which are of direct relevance to low- and n?n .wa5te 
technology, the commission is to pursue work in the following fields 1 : 

- 	(1) Review of Work Accomplished or in ?rogress, op. cit4 ECE Senior Advisera 
to ECE Governments on Davironmental Problems, Re22 of Special Group 

- 

	

	 on Low- and Non-1aste Technology and Re-utilization and Recycling of Wastes, 
Geneva 5-7 July 1978, v/Ac.10/2, 11 July 197 8. 
ECEArinual Report 1978,  op.oit. 	 ' 



- orgsnisation of a high-level meeting for the European policy-makerN 
in 1979,  in which one of the two topics und.er discussion will the 
low- and non-waeie iechnolay; 

- compilation and dissemination of a oompenciiwu of all available knowledge, 
or reference to knowledge, on low- and non-waste technologies available 
within the ECE region; 

- activities to stinulate the exchange of informatioiv among ECE countries 
on policy instrunients that incentive the developnent and adoption of 
non-waste techno].cgy; 

- conceptual research on quantitative., snii-quantitative and qualitative 
methods of coaparing and evaluating various technologies; 

- study of using recycled paper within the UN system; 

• - policies and strategies to encourage the effective recycling, re-use, 
and recovery of municipal and industrial solid wastes; 	- 

- policy nisasures for handling, control, and discharge of toxic chemica1 
and toxic wastes, including the 1istirg of priority chemicals and. 
methods of controlling the flow of dangerous substances 

- medium and long term planning of energy savings and conserration; 

- environment.l aspects of new technologies for energy produticm and use. 



3. 	ECLA 

The question of envirorrnentally-sound and apxvpriate tecIrnology 
has been niargially touched upon itbin ECLA'). The issue has 
been recently-  brought up in the context of the Commission's 
aotivities in the general field of promoting and plarming the 
development of science and technology, including the preparation 
of the UN Conference on Science and. Technology- for Development a 

However, there are a. few specific projects concerned with it, in 
particular in the field of geothermal energy; the prospects and 
economics of non-conventional sonrcea of energy; human settlement 
technology; eco-design (climatic i.nfluexlce on urban.istio and 
archi.tectural. design in tropical systems); development of water 
resouroes; and the economics of technological adaptation (technical 
innovationa and improvezucnt of locally exist.ing equ.ipwent vs. 
iniports of innovations and replacement of equipment) a 

(i) ECLA, Annual Report (7 May 1977 — 6 Nay1978), ECOSOC Official 
Reoordo 1  Suppi eint ii UiIi ted. Nations 197B1 	9751- 



4. 	ECWA 

11 

Most of the activit.cs of the Economic Coision for Wesijrn Asia 
in appropriate technology belong to the field of d.issemination (1). 
A series of meetings organized in conjunction with UIJ bodies and 
Arab finanoial institutions, have stresed the importance of the 
transfer of technology and technological development and change. 
It is within the context of these discussions that the issue of 
appropriate technology has been raised. 

The meetings have tended to consider the appropriateness of 
technology, both from the labor-intensiveness point of view and 
as a means to solve specific problem-areas such as desert deve].op- 
ment; rural development and agricultural-productivity; water, 
energy and natural resource savings; etc. (2). 

The ECWAs science and technology programme has been engag&I in 
the preparation of a Centre for the Transfer and Development of 
Technology, together with- F1O, ILO, UICTD, UEBCO, U1TIDO and WIFO, 
as well as several Arab organizations and banks. It was decided 
at the last interagency meeting that the development of 
appropriate technology should be the fourth priorityof the Centre, 
following the objectives of policy design; regxlatiiig the inflow 
of tools, techniques and technology; and coordinating and integrating 
regional efforts and actions in science and technology (3). 

(i) BCWA, Interim Report (i May 1977 - I May 1978), ECOSOC Official 
Becord.s, 1278 , 

 Supplement 9, United Nations 1978. 

ECWA, Seminar on Techrloloa Transfer and Change in the Arab 
Middle East r  Beirut, 10-4 October 1977, 1VECWA/NR/S1.1 

ECWA, Re2ort of the preparatory Interenceeting on the Arab 
Centre for the Transfer and Deve1onent of Technology. Beirut 
24-28 October  1977, 	9, October 1977. 



5. 	ESCAP 

Through collaboration with 1L Ladies nt other regional orgauizations, the 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and tho Pacific has carried out in 
recent years several activities in the held of ts.hnology. However the 
issue of appropriate technolo i3 just being considered within ESOAP 
policy. FSCAP objective is to develop technologies in the field, of induztry, 
technology, housing and environment that are suited to small- and medium 
scale industries; to strengthen the linkages of these industries with modern 
and basic industries, inducing agro- and allied industries; and to disperse 
and relocate inductries away from metropolitan 

Whereas in the pant the main actions iere towards increasing information 
exchange and the transfer of technology, some emphasis is now given also 
to build up national capacities and capabi1itis in technology development. 
This diversification is to mat4alize in the establishment of the Regional 
Centre for Technology Transfer" ". flowever, the transfer of technology 
remains one of the six priority areas liuted In JCAP medium-term 
although the revised plan of action prepared for the forthcoming Conference 
on Science and Technology for development inserts the pro'lem of developing 
science and technology in a wider developmental ooirtext(). 

The future programme of work of the Regional Centre for Technology T?anfer 
includes the search and development of technologies that either use waste 
products, are small-scale, or employ more labour 1  in the fields of food., 
agriculture and agro-ind.uetres; machine tools for the textileind.uotry; 
energy (nini-hyuro plants, solar energy 51ogas); and building industry 
(agro-wastee for cement-like materials)" '. Future activities, financially 
supported by UNIDO and ONCTAD, also involve the improvement of information 
on appropriate techno).ogies in selected sectors. UWtDO has also promoted 
regional consultations on small-scale iron and steel industry 1  and on 
agro- and allied. ind.usiries(). At this last meeting, consideration was 
given to new developments in poa i-harvest technology, the improvement of 
the design and efficiency of animal-drawn carts, low-cost rice-barn 
stabilization units, the recycling of agro-induetrial wastes and by-products, 
the establishment of bare-foot technologists, and the possibility of 
creating a network of agro-industrial technological institutes. 

F.9CAP, Annual Report (1 May 1977 - 17 March 1978), ECOSOC Official flecord., 
1978, Supplement 8 7  United Nations 1978, E/197 8/4. p.41 

Ibid. 

Ibid., p.36 

EScAP Committee on Industry, Housing and Technology, Report of the Second 
Beonal Pre2aratory Meeting for United Nations Conference on Science and 
Technology for DeveloientE/EZCAF/IHT.3716, 7 August 1978. 

ESCAP Committee on Industry, Housing and Technology, Review of Activitioa 
and Consideration of Iscuco in the Field of Pechnolo, E/CAP/iHT 3/11, 9 
August 197 3 . 
Ibith, and ESCAP Annual Report, op.ci±. 



6. 	ILO 

6.1. 	GENERAL POL1ICY_ON ArPROPRIATE WCHNOLOGY 

ILO's general policy on appropriate technology has been elaborated 
within ih World F.iployient Programme that 1W initiated in 1969.  The 
Programme is to assist LDC's cisin-maiers and planners to reduce unenploymei 
and underc-mploymoirt through the accelerated creation of productive income-
earning opportu.nities. ILO has held that "the coreof the problem ±2 
poverty-income returtis to labor: situations where people work all day, i 
earn such a loi iriccme from their labor that they can still be classified 
among the absolute pooru  (i).. ILO suggests that three targets groups should 
be selected for special attention whenththking of expandirg productive 
employment. First are the peoplelready employed, vtrhose wages or thoorne 
put them at poverty level whether they are self-employed, family or wage-
employed. There follows people whose labor is uued'ineffioitly, either 
beoause of under-utilization, low productivity, or inadequate input mix. 
Thirdly are the people whose qualification ecpectations, and aspirations are 
iiot matched by their employmeit opportunities. In short, lW's work in the 
field of appropriate technology is heavily •biaised by its concern with 	- 
aigmenting productive crp1oyment. 

The lfknployment and Technology Branch of the World Employment Progremii 
has launched since 1972  a systthnatic investigation on the applicatioii of 
technology in the develoneril; prories of developing countries, and has 
researched many apect of the relationship of technology to development. 
It has provided 11,0 with the conceptual framework and poliey guidance both in 
the inter-related field of technology and employment, and in appropriate 
tecimology in particular. 

(1) 	1W World nployment rogrethae, Reserachin Retrospect and Prospects, 
11101  Geneva 1976. 



IIJOS conceptual co(irihut ion to approjriate tec!molor.y ctandB on tht 
thesis that there is no such thing as "technological determiniu", by which 
it und.ertands an absence of real technological choice. It argues that the 
idea of lack of scope for chcsir.g techrio10 -  is a "gross simplificat.ion" 
and an "unfortiinate vyth' (1). ILO believes, on the contrary, that 
"economically and technologically viable alternatives do exist in various 
economic sectors. Often the problem has been found to be not so much the 
lack of available labour-intensive and efficient technologies but imperfect 
iowledge alout them 	ich leads to ta'orig technical choices" (2). It has 
further argu€U that uat  least in certain sectors, technical choice is 	- 

possible even without changing the composition of output" (3). 

ILO's the r is is laid on two fundamental premises. The first is that 
1arge-scale capital-intesive plants, factories, infrastructural projects, 
and productive u dertakingsin general cannot solve unemployment and poverty 
in the foreseable future. The analysis runs as follows "The benefits of 
nodern sector growth tend to accrue to the modern sect or alone, and in many 
developing countries industrialisation remains largel.y irrelevant to the 
really pressing problems of our tirne. Hence the need for a redefinition of 
the place of industrialiation and industrial. technology in the development 
process, and for a crcfu1 exnination of alternative technology policies." (4, 

This thesis is upheld in the numerous publications issued by the 
Employment and Technology Branch since ILO presejted a paDer 
on 	 and Income Growth, at the 1971 
!&CAST meeting. For a recent ecposition, see ILO, Programme of 
Industrial Activities, 	ate Teohnolofor 	l•ent Creatioli  
in Food Processig and Drink Inductris in Develoging  
Second rfripartjte  Technical Meeting for the Food Products and Drink 
Industries, ILO, Geneva 1978. 

Research in Ret rospect and Froapoct, op. cit., p.  22. See alsb 
A.K.Sen, Drployment, echnoloid flevel2ient,  ILO/Oxford 
University Press, March 1975- 

A.S. Bhalla, Technolo ~.,.ies ADpprizvte for a Basic FeedsStrat,; 
World Jnplcyment Pro -ramme }esearch Working ?aper, ILO Geneva 
August 1978. 

ILO World Finplqyment Prograze, 	 hnology 	Develment, Some 
Related ILO Vis and Activiti, ILO, Geneva May 1978 



1IJO has & 	rekencd that the fulfilment of basic nec-J-s entails 
providing the irnderprivilodd and poor groups with low cost goods and 
services and that the bot ci' these prcbicts depends on the technoloy used 
to produce them. But ILO does not look nt advanced technolor for reducing 
costs, as UNIDO sometires has done (i). It rather suggests lowring costs 
by diminishing the s ndards of the prodwts, or e1e changing the type 
of output o that the product retains its essential qLlities :hile it is 
free of superfluous charactritics (2). This point of view - ioh is  
rather similar to the World Bankea (3) - is likely to meet critieismc. 
As fax as the first type of tEcbnological change is concerned, the produ-cilo 
of unsophiaticated goods nd services icr low-inQome groups may easily 
establish a syeten of dou].e standards which is bound to be incompaiible 
with a participatory ctratev of develcpcnt. In the second case whilst 
the direct production costs may be lower per unit of output, the costs of,  
the new prodnot research and dcvlcent may outbalance in the short term 
the eavins of materials, enerr, lbor, and other inputs spent in the 
superfluous component parts of the product. There is however a significa!t 
scope for research to be made in this field, in connection with the search 
for environmentally sound technologies. 

The second prise implied within ILO?s conceptual framework on 
appropriate teohnolor is that the sieveloping countries need in any case a 
technologthal policy so as to choose appropriate techniques. These po1icis 
for the choice of appropriate tehnoloy eventually lead to th nmecI of 
choosing appropriate products, in accordance with the cotr 	develont 
strater (which should deally be directed to fulfil the basic needs of 
the poorest layers of the population) 	 - 

Appropriate technolor is thus defined as the olie which is "more 
suitable to actual local conditions and natinel social and economic objeotiv 
than any other technolcey rosuiti in a similar good or service' (4). 
This definition implies that the output, or product mix is given, or else 
that it has been selected before hand. In ILO's perception, appropriate 
technoloa would thus be the most technically and economically efficient 
tcchno1oy (i.e. the cheape.s-  teohnolor) which is selected as a f'i.uiction 
of a given or chosen output. 

(i) 	See section 13. UIW)C) pp. 

Technologies 	rte for Basic Need_Stre, op P. cii., 
P. 11-19 

See section 20. 14ORIM BMfl( pp. 

Tee nolotry-  for_Develonrmerrt, Some_Related ILO Views and Activities, 
p. 2-3 



This tho:teUcal arpresch  to whit app-.'opriate techrology is poses 
some problems. On the Oflt hand, thi.1t it is obviously poible to 
preet ermine in a planncd rnrn€r the out pu -t of production for eoverin the 
needs of a society - and threir ehooe accordingly the most apprapritte 
techno1or out of the shelf of kro-rn 	ques, a process which would 
in turn rnke varying demands on the availeble inputs (skilled labor, ecrFT, 
quantity and qua).ity of rai, Liaterials j  eto) - in the actual production prorezses 
the scope for substituting ipts is not a given mathematical relat.ion0 in the 
process of prodiaction, thcie is generally a rather fixed relationship bewei 
the quantity and quality of inputs, the technoloywhich may he used with these 
inputs, and the quantity and quality of output beotte'n. It is thus generally 
considered th there is little scope for the substitution of inpu.t, and 
therefore for choosing an alternative technique when a product with siiilar 
essential characteristic is wanted. If, on the other hand, it is believed 
that it is possible to substitute techniques without changing the type of 
output (i.e., if it were possible to produce , goodq of the same quality with 
different techniques), the pobient of technological choice would easily become 
mere question of deciding what should be produced, with the focus diverting 

from the problems of production, including problems of technological innovation ;  
trade and transfer, to those of consutipt ion and prouct acceptability. 

Farthenmrnre, although TLO's definition of appropriate technoigy 
could in theory be applied indifferently to labor-intensive and capital-intensive 
technolor - because it centers mainly on the relationship bet -ien ièchnolog 
and output, in praetice the action-oriented research and operational activities 
of ILO in the last 5 years have been directed towards the search for, the 
alysis and the diffusion of less capital-intensive and generally speaking 

of more labour-intensive techniques that are sound on both tcohriical and economic 
grounds. 

As a result of this conceptual approach, ILO has put a great emphasis 
on the need to select appropriate technology through institutional meebaniss 
such as a technological policy, to itpleineut labor-intensive tecimelogical change 
and to develop local B and I)' accordingly. The irdtial objectives of the 
technology and emplo'mncnt research effort have the iollowing (i) 

- to identify altorntive labor-intensive technologies which are 
economically competitive; 

- to assess the scope for adapting technologies imported from the 
developed countries; 

- to erivistigate government policies needed for the promotion of 
domestic research, development and adaptation of technologies, 
and for the ascertainment that economically competitive labor- 

(1) 	Research 	Rc 	c1_opect, op. cit., p. 21. 



intensive production methods are utilized to the rnximum 
ox-tent possi1le. 

The last of tie three objective implied two ect of actiors: first, 
policy recommendations to governnents to make sure that they will, influence 
the prices of labor and capital in favour of labor-intensive techniques and 
secondly the establishiient of ucchnnims to disseminate information to 
entrepreneurs about tecJinoloical alternatives. Indeed ILO has stated that 
the main effect musi now be towards di seminat.ng existing tschniTnez rather 
than initiating a massive research and. development effort to create new producti 
methods (1). 

This general approach to the probiem of employment and tecbnolo 
has been further enhanced by the guidelines laid dom at the 1976 world Rmployne 
Conference which adopted. the new ILO Laic needs stratcr (2). The organisatiarL 
main conceptual and practical work has thus turned to the policy implications of 
the development and transfer of technologies that are appropriate to the 
socia-econornic objectives of the devclojing countries. At present it aims at 
the following objectives (3): 

- to demontraie how a basic needs strater (and indeed any other 
development stratey) iniplies a certain choice of goods to be 
locally produced or purchase abroad, and a certain choice of 
eervices to be delivered to the population; 	- 

- to dcmonstrale, after it has been decided what will be poduced 
in what quantity and wbere, how an approprietechno1or may be 
selected among various alternatives; 

- to identify these alternative technologies and to assess the 
scope for adapting technologies imported from the developed 
orl d; 

- to assist in the formulation of technolocy policies; 

- to assist through technical cooperation projects and informat ion 
dissemination activities in the irnplementation of the appropriate 
technology concept. 

(i) 	ILO World. ]!nployment 	_'ofrrmme on the Dissemination of an 
pJ~ prate Technologes, ILO, Geneva, 1ebraary 1973 	- 

ILq Declaration of Princijes and Pro LMimmeof Act ion s  adopted by the 
Tripatite World Conference on Eipioyment Income Distribution and Social 
?rogress and the International Division of Labor (The World Eployment 
Conference), June 1976,  Geneva, see Chapter III of the Programme of Actio 
"Technologies for productive employment creation in developing countriesu 

Technology for Devel2nentSoIne  Related ILO Views and Activities, Oe 
cit. 



A further objective iLi to investigate a range of social effects 
of technoloica1 chançe, 1n particular on t- be quality of work, and thus 
on the quality of hf e. ILO haz noted that Tmodorn technology is 
frequently transferred to developin' countries without the necessary sfety 
and health 	ies at the se.ae ti&t Ci). It intends there-fore to prorio 
the desigñf new production uy stemn, tools and equipment that are less 
phycically hafull and enthu,ing to the workers, and which would reduce 
inhuman working conditions and the unnec.esarily high incidence of 
accidents and di sease. The -iork in the field of the working envirorient is 
mainly pursued in the field of agricultural production and small urban 	-. 
enterprises. It includes the need to adapt importe& techxiolcr and work 
organisation to the socio-cultural, institutional and cliiatic context of 
developing countries. New research is sought on the effects on workers and 
on working environment of var.ous types of tcchnolor with a view to establish 
a typolor policies and, technoloj options with their rela.ed social 
implications. (2) 

(i) Teohnol omr forevelopment Some Related ILOVie;s and_Activities op. cit.. 

(2) ILO, Overview of the 1110 proe for the 	 rovement of the workinj 
environment, Consultative Inter-agency Ieeting on the Follow-up of tJEF 
Governing Council Decision 87 (v) B, Geneva !  13-14 March  1973. See also 
the workinG documents and discussions of the International Prograzrne for 
the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT), in 
particular the papers pesentedat the Philippine National Tripartite 
Conferenceon Improving Working Conditions and Environnent, organised 
by ILO in L-lanila, 2-14 December 1977. 



6.2. 	S1'CTOR4L PC)LZUCY 

The IIO 1orld iplinent Prorznme is directed to all the 
productive sectors (agriculture industry constiiction and cerviceS) as 
the focus for the application of its general policy on tec1rnolo7 and employmer 
However, within these large sectors a paticu1ar chasis is given to suall 
scale productive activities both of the self- and family-eip1oyment type, 
and of the artin cnd wge-employment. one. 

ILO believes that ufor  appropriate technology choico to be an 
effective instrument of employment polioyf it has to be reled to the 
relevant nodes of produotion For exeple, the non-wage modos of production 
and ernploymenl lend thernselves to the utilisation of labor-intensive 
techniques, parIici1arly in niall-scle agriculture and services, more than 
the wage modes of employment" (i). More are ±ather crucial polic.y 
implications to this statement. The most obvious is that the introductionør 

• fosterin' of old modes of production (self- and faiily-employment, for 
Instancc, for the purpose of dissinating the use of labor-intensive 
techniques, would have the probable effect of increasing the productivity of 

• 

	

	 labor through the extension of the working time, in contradiction with the 
legitimate aspiration of the working population to shorierworking hours. 

(1) 	Research inRotrj?ect and Prpects, op. cit., p. 22 



T. 	FAO 

7.1 	OE1RILL POLICY OH AP CFFlATh PJXJffNOLOGY 

• - 	 Appropriate technology is anong the recurrent themes found. in FAO'c 
programme of work, and it is viewed as one of the means of removing 
the contraintu for the increase of food and agricultural product ion, 

• along with other limiting factors such as investment, marketing, 
research aLd prothiction of new inputs etc. (i). All the major action 
programmes of FM) (for instance the current one an poet-harvest and 
food losses) include reference to reducing the problems identified 
through a new sort of technology. Thua should be simple, practical 
and based on locally available materials, and would involve increasing 
research and development, as well as the application of new technicpqz  
and methods of production. Therefore, eneral1y speaking, all of 
FAO'c seotor4 field and research works in agriculture, forestry aurl 
fisheries bear a relationship with the search for eronmentally-
sound and appropriate technology. 

However, despite the existence of a few statements on the importance 
attached to appropriate technology (2), the general feeling atFAO 
is that, conceptually spccking, there is not much to be said about 
appropriate technology. It Is likely that this attitude will be 
strengthened as FM) is to shift rQvources from tboretioal and long-
term studies towards more practical and short-term actions (3). 
The general frame of mine, or implicit conceptual framework 1  is 
that technical solutions always exist to meet the problems identified. 
7dhether the technical solution is adopted or rejected is a matter 
of policy option, which is granted a value in itself, regardless of 
the social and environmental costs it entails. The underlying statemez 
is that the appropriateness of technology is a matter of technical 
policy choice and is to be testod in field work. The whole approach 
tends to imply that policy-makers know better in any circumstance. 
because of scant work a conceptual aspects of policy implications, 
there appears to be little thinking on ways of monitoring the side- 

• 

	

	 effects when testing a newly developed technology on a large-scale, 
except on a technical-economic basis. The reluctancy to approach 

• 

	

	 conceptually the relationship between technology and development 
(which includes the environment) is somewhat compensated by the fact 
that many of FAQ's field activities are oriented towards an 
enironmentally-nourtd application of technology, as it is shown further (4). 

(i) FAQ, Report of the Conference of F.AO, Nineteenth Session, Rome, 12 November - 
I Pecember 1977, C  77/REP. 

See for instance, contributions to AGAST, and particularly, ACAST Report of 
the Ad. hoc Working Group on Appropriate Tchnoloy. E/AC.52/XXIII/JRP.2, 
10 June 1977, p.8. 
Report of the 	 op cit., p.37 
FM), The State of Natural Resources and the human ]ivironment for Food 



FAO's concern towards appropriate tochnolof7 stems from the 
importance it attaches to the development of a new strategy 
towards rural devlopncnt, which aims are to increase and 
sustain food and agricultural development, to make the transfer 

• - 

	

	 of technology more effective, and to identify a series of technical 
constraints for the most efficient use of natural z'eouroes. 
Some of the most important premises on which this analysis is based 
are the following (i) 

FAO believed in the need to maintain the ecolgioal balance for 
enabling the productive capacity of natural resources to continue. 
Therefore, natural resources should be conserved but only within 
the limits required by agricultural production and the maintenance 
of the cultural and social-eoonomiceetting in which farmers evolve. 
According, to FAa the major world problems of today are the pressure 
of population on natural resources, the trend towards increasing 
shortage of fossil fuels and the high cost of inputs for modern, 
commercial agriculture. Since these costs will remain high, 
they must be "used parcimoriiously, at mirninal level and ina.mum 
effioieney", in combination with new productive systexn (2) 

Together with other aid agencies, FAO agrees that the rural poor, 
small farmers and landless peasants, and agricultural workers 
should be the Thcus of aid programmes, with the aim of detaining 
rural migration. As a result, the technical assistance and reseerch 
programmes are to be baeically aimed at incentivating people to stay 
in the sountry side and direct the r -structuring and improvement 
of rural life. This kind of develotmient is expected to come about 
when peasants will rely on their own means. FAO also maintains 
that, although the rural sector needs capital input, "money is not 
the main element to mobilize peasants in the first and crucial phtee 
of rural development in many developing countries'(3). 

(i)R2,port of the Conference of FAQ, 1977,  op. cit. The State of Natural 
Resources and the Human Divironment_f Food and Agriculture, op. cit. 
Natural Resources 	azeient for Food and Aiculture Production - - 	 gr- 
ihrcugh s el f-sust ainingAgriculture in De.velopin Couniriee j  Statement 
by F.J. ld!outtapa,  at the 69th meeting of ths IDWG on Natural Resources 
and the Human Bnvironment, 16 June 1978. 

Natural Resources Managewent for - Food. and Agricul -tura1Frothic'tior, op.oit. 

port of the Conference of FAO, 19772 op. cit. 



What is needed, as FAO sees it, is to help the rural people to understand 
what they can do by t)eclves so as to fulfill their needs, in this 
respect, tradi.tional aricuitural nystems are conaidered to be worth of 
particular a-Lt.en-Licn for 'the development of these new prothi.ctive syms. 
They are expected to be better suited to Local ecological, cultural and 
aocio—eoonomio condition. 

Furthermore, mod.ern or high input agriculture, cannot reach poor farniers 
(ptrtly bocause they cannot afford the whole pack'age needed to carry 
out production effectively). modern agriculture also causes the dislocation 
of traditiona.l farming. Thus the need is ar >ued for agricultural 
practices and productive systems tiai maintain the existing socio—economio 
and cultural setting. It is also stated that traditional systas could 
be rapidly and ex-tensively improved (or modernized.) with little investment. 

Finally1  it is thought that there are inherent benefits to golf—reliance 
at the local and national levels, and to cofleotive scif--relianoc at 

• 	 the regional. level. TODO is actually regarded as a reaction to the 	- 
technology developed in the inductrialized couirtries and to the realization 
that this technology is not necessarily suited to the shared LDC'S needs 

• 	 and econological conditions, socio—economic structures and rural situationz(1 

On the baSlG of this analysis, FAO considers that the objectives of the 
rural developmsnt strategy, which includes the use of apnropria.te 
technology, must be to use local resources and local skills; to increase 
rural emplouient and check rural migration to the cities, and to develop 
new systems of production or improve traditional ones. This last objective 
gives a particular importance to ways of recycling waste for agriculiiire, 
agro—ind.uatry and domestic uses; to the design of alternative systems 
that are adapted to socio—econoaiic conditions and 1350dB; and to the 
research and development of less resource wasting methods and techniques 
(using less energy, utilizing more waste and by—products, reducing losses, 
utilizing a maximum of locafl.y availele materials, etc.). 

The technical means for the promotion of such integrated self—relying 
systems of production are: the reaearch for traditional agricultural 
systems and their improvement, if necessary, in the light of ioodern 
scientific knowledge; the integral use of forest resources (agi-icilviculture, 
or agro—forestry), the further develoent of acquatic resources 
(acquaculture in particular), and the appropriate way of ha.lding crops 
(including integrated, or ecological pest control, red.uction of food losses, 
etc.). From a soda—economic point of view, small—scale production is 
promoted, both at farm and viUae level, including small—scale forest 
ndutriea. 

(i) Report of the Conference of FAO 1977, op. cit., n.40 



Therefore the criteria of apprpiaeness fouM in FAG's umierstarwiin 
of tecbnology inclic1e tAlke fol].owin: 'te technologies thould be 
as far as possible scicntifica.11y up-to-'date, oconcmicl1y-sounci, 
culturally compatible, employment generating, capital saving, 
energy conserving, waste duoin, environment protection, capable 
of manufacturing prothicts of the dosired quality in reqith'ed 
quantity, am3 capable of further development to meet the chan.çing 
soi1 needs, and he of benefit to the large isajority of peopl&' (i) 

72 	SCk)F?AL iOITI 

Since FAO is specialized in all the technical fields related to 
agriculture, foresty and fisheries, there is no particular emphasis 
on one or other aspect of food and agricultural prod.uctiona However, 
special programmes are promoted accoz-ding to crucial problem areas 
identif±d at the wcrld level. For instance, staple food was given 
priority at the last general corerence (2), while perishable ±ood 
is taken care of under another major prôgraxnme effort for reducing 
post-harresi and food losses. 

The areas of developnut of appropriate technology are related to 
specific objectives: increased iuoomss and jobs, improvement 'of the 
quality of life, education and inotitution building. (3). 

- increased incomes and jobs: among other thimg, auaculiaLre is 
viewed as an additional source of food as well as a source of 
jobs in ricefields, pond.s, streams and other fresh waters; 
agrosilviculture is also regarded as a source of non-agriculturel 
jobs, as well as an activity that belpa soil conservation, 
improving envixnmental conditions, supply burning fuel, wood 
and materials for preparing organic composts; small and domestic 
industries is another source of non-jobs; solar and wincl energy 
and 8011 and water conservation techniques, adapted to agro-
ecological WcaS, are also considered as priority sectors for 
deve1oient of jobs and improvement of the quality of life. 

- the improvement of the quality of life: these improvements are 
basically in the field of health care and water aM waste sanitatio 
they inolude ber domestic and comiu.znity sanitary systems (that 
enable the recycling of domestic and organic refuse for pisciculture 
the conitruction of biogas stniotui'es and the preparation of organic 
fertilizers, etc.) as well as all other productive uses of waste; 
the excavation and upkeep of wells and other sources of clean water; 

(i) Rt of the Ad Iloc Working Group on Appropriate Tchnoi, op, cit., 

ipoxi of the FAOConference 1971, op. cit. 

Report of the FAa Conference, 1977, op. cit. 



the improvement of training o 10ccl sanitary workers and ceiunal 
health centres where basic modern medicine and surgery are to be 
combined, with autoconoiu medicines and natural remedies of 
proven efficiency. 

• 	 - ucation: according to FAO ç  the main problem in this field is 
the reetracturin' of rural teaching and training training 

• - 	 programmes shuld be delivered directly to small-scale farmers 
and landiless peaarits, who would be trained into simple cultivation-
practiee and stock-breeding techniques; the'overali aim would be 
to reach the least advanced rural communities, to give them access 
to the tecbniues that are already com[aon in the davelopi.ng 
countries, and to raise thereby their productive knowledge; FAO 
believes that it is of particu1' importance to introduce and 
train these rural groups - -and particularly the youth— into 
producti've aotivities related to environmental silviculture, 
forestxy repopulation small forest industries, and aqiiaculture; 
training programnos should be formulatol globally au to bring out 
the inter-relations of various connected procesces of land and. 

• 	 water-based production, such as agrioulturc]. systems, agro-i1vioi,lture, 
acuaculture, oran.o reCyCi1 	etø. 

- lntituiion ild!ri 	this iQ an implicit requisita for the dcvcloe 
of the above-outlined acion programme. On the ono hand, FAO 
has recently emphasized the importance of incrementing the efficiency 
of the transfer of appropriate technologies between the developed 
and the developing cuntrio, as well as among the developing countriGs 
themselves. Bilateral and multi-lateral aid programmes are crucial 
for the financial and technical support of the development and 
transfer of technology. FM) sees its contribution to the disserination 
of adequate technology mainly through defining of priority food 
sectors, implementing concrete and applied research, and establishing 
appropriate mechanisms to transmit the reu,1ts of research and to 
attract irestinents. At the grass-root level l  the strengthening of 
communal organizations is seen as a basic instrument to get the 
rural people to fulfill their needs by themselves in a spirit of 
aelf-reliance. The introduction of simp1e and practical improvements 
at village-level should be done particularly through women. 

FAO sees that th€':o objectives are generally not easy to teach 
because of, among other things, 'there lacks a clear conception 
of what is vaguely described aS. 'appropriate technology' in 
various fields. The problem reid.es  not only in the costs or in 



the avaflability of fuzds fçq'  the gencx id introduction of such 
technology. It is also a prob1m of its cdequacy to the needs of 
small farmers and poor peasanto in general. and a problem of the 

- 	capacity of these to inaint sin such tech.nology cothn.tiy. There is 
• 	much experience aeou1ated in the world in general, especially in 

the developing countries themselves, whioh should be compilated. and 
- 

	

	evaluated so as to be then exteied to other countries that may athpi 
it to their neede(1) 

S 

S 

(i) R2p2 ,tof FAD Conference 1  1977, Oo cit., p.9 (Spanih version). 



8. 	UNCiS (',.Brr.T) 

The UN Centre for Housing Building and Planning, the predecessor of the. 
UN Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) 1  has included, the choice 
of appropriate technology in its work programme for 1978-1979. A key 
feature of this work is that it identifies appropriate teebuo logy to 
labour-intensive techniques that use indigenous rescrces. From this 
perspective, appropriate technologies are encouraged because they 
help to reduce foreign exchangexenditure on rchinery and equipment 
and tend to maximize employment. 

A major project has initiated for a compilation of the state of 
the art of the selection of appropriate building technologies. The 
focus is on the riclection of appropriato technologies for materials 
produotion and for building operations,the improvement of existing 
institutions and administrative procedures for the adoption of 
appropriate tecbnologies,,and the possibilities for internationl and 
regional co-operation in the selection of appropriate technologies. 
As a follow-up, UNIDO, ILO and UNZCO are expected to co-operate in 
the implementation of an actiou plan for selecting appropriate buildi.ng 
teclmiccue. 

() Work of the Centre for Houlsing ,  Building and Planning in the Field 
of Apprpriate Technoloies, paper presented at ACAST Ad-Hoc Working 
Group on Appropriate Technology, Vienna, 16-20 May 1977. 



9. UNCiREP 

The UN Centre for Natura.l Recourceo, Energy and ¶erancport of the 
1J1 Department of Economic and Social Affairs, has not produced any 
o1icy guidelines on it 	related to eirvironmentally sound and 

appropriate technology. However, it has promoted activitiea coimectéd 
to the concept of appropriate technology, in the iields of energy, 
resource-saving iechricjués, and water resource develoment. 

Some background material onlabour'-intensive techniques for water 
development was prepared for the United Nations Water Conference (Mar 
del Plata p  Argentina, 1977)(1).  A].t3ougt the isue of appropriate 
technology waa iniplicit in one of the four major items discussed by 
the Conference (item on the promise of technology: potential and 
limitations), no specific rccomierLciion was made on the LSSUC. The 
Centre's general focus on appropriate technology for water resources 
is from the point of view of increasing the teohnical efficionoy of 
supplying water. There is, however, a tendency to equate appropriate 
technology with labour-intensive technoiog3r( 2 ), through technical 
efficiencr remains the pain criteriwa adopted when dealing with choice 
and assessment of technology. 

Technical efficiency is a major parameter also in the research on 
recycling and subatitution of mineral raw materials which is presently 
being prepared by the Centre(3). The report investigates the role of 
recycling in the supply of n'in.eral raw materials, the types of scrap 
(or metalic residues) used by metal recycling industry, the trends and 
potentials of expansion of this induz trial branch, as well as features 
of substitution of metals, and policies isues related to recycling 
and substitution, 

The Centre is also involved it .e preparation of feasibility studies 
on the possibility of holding an internation.al  conference on new and 
renewable sources of energy that could be convened in 1981.  It has 
been proposed that the er.visioned conference wuld exaniine in depth 
the proepects for solar and geothermal energy, wind, power, biomass 
conversion including charcoal and woodi oil shale, tar and eande; micro-
hydropower; tidal and wave power( 4 ). 

United Nations Water conference 7  The Promise of Technology; Foteitial and 
Limitations, Parts 1 and. 2, Mar drTTa 	eiina, 14-15  iarchT977. 
E/COF.70/CBP/2, 30 November 1976. United Nations 1ater Conference, water 
for the Thousand Million, report prepared by Intermediate Technology 
Te-Velopten-t-GroupLimited. for the Conference, E/CONF. lO/L 5, 23 February 1 971 
See papers prepared for a symosiurn on labour-intensive technologies in 
water resources development, neld. in Now Delhi in 1976, by the CentFe. 
The report is to be presented at the forthcoming meeting of the U oámmittee 
on Natural Resources. 

ntional Conference on New and. ECOSOC,  FeLsjbilltyofoldjrI 	a 
Renewable Soureco 01 ther, 



10. TJNCSPD 

The proiiona1 t.geda of to Unite1 Natiorw Confcrece on F3ciene 
and Technalo&F for Development to be held in Vienna in 1979  ôe1 
with uthe application of new,  technologic, appropriate to the needs 
of deveJoping countries, as part of th activitie related to the 
choice of techno1oy and traii- 'r of teo.hnclogy. 

a result, the treatment 'i: to the concept of appropriate 
tecbnolocy is ncsarily hiaied to relate tt tothe two issnea in 
focus The Preparatory Committee for the Conference thus oonsider3 
that "the effective application of technology to development depends 
mainly on the existence of a national capacity to choose the techzology 
that is appropriate to national development goals and socio-aconomic 
conition(1) s  In other worda, the tt-zo implicit criteria used for 
defining the appropriateness of tochnoogy arc, according to this 
approach t  the goals established by governments and the e.eting socic-
economic contittions. 

However, the preparatory conrdittee for the Conference recogiiizes 
that the effect of technology on the environment and the pramot.ion 
of the sustainable use of reourceIt  are among the criteria that some 
Im proinies identify for the ohoicc and the developmnt of technology( 2 ). 

There are surveys and specific studi.es undertaken1thTh the UN 
system, that partly involve discussions on appropriate technology 
and may feed the Conference with background material. These ore, in 
particuiar( 3 ): 

- exploratory studico on trondD and developteents in research for 
non-conventional non-polluting energy sources, appropriate 
technology, waste-recycling technology, and non--food agricultu'al materials 

- a report on non-conventional sources of energy to identify saps 
in crrent activities of energy research within and outside the UN system; 

- a study on technology assessment as a methodological and practical 
tool of action; 

- a study to develop criteria and guidelines for appropriate tochnology, 

p Co nmittçfor the t 	 Scic 
eciroiqgj__o 	evei.o ______ 	etivi tie 

	

and Pro'r.unnes_of the United 	ions Svtem, lieport prepared jointly with 
Science and Technolor for 

Development and the AC1, ACUi.81/P/19 Iari I), 31 July 1978. 
Thid. p.9 

See sectiDns 8, Hahit 	9. UN Ccntre for 1atural Resources, MierU and 
Pransport; 12. WWF; and. 16 UN 0ffie for Science and. Technology4 



1 I .  

The main ehis of UC'L'AD progrmrne of transfer of technology 
is in trengthing the institutional and legal capacity of 
developing countries to acquire technology on favourable trrns and 
conditions, as ell a to use it and adapt it, and finally to 
generate suoli teohnolo' ai required by their needs. 

UNOTAD holds the view that appropriaten 	pf teehaoloy depeth 
on the economic and social development goals of governmeiytz (which 
are expected to reflect the needs of the country), and on the 
particular eircuistances in which a technology is applied. 
According to thee critera, which UNCTiD has not elaborated upon, 
at least as ririwh as the World Bank fr instance, the concept of 
appropriateness appears as a very xclttive notion. WCTAD has 
also suggestód however, that cost could also be used as a criterium, 
in which case the prevailing prices of capital and labour factors 
would determine three categories of technology; modern and large- 
scale (or capital intnsivs) intermediate (ox' low-cost), and. 
tfaitiona1 (or prirnitive) i (1). 

This approach entails that UNOTAD has no particular explicit policy 
towards appropriate technology. The problem of appropriateness 
is rather viewed as a policy matter, and the solution would be in 
building-np the developing countries ability to ohooe zknd purchase 
existing technologies, as well as to develop new technologies. 
According to UNOTAD prograne, this is to be achieved through the 
estabU.shment of national technology policies and plans, the creation 
of national institutions, the setting up of regional centres for 
transfer and development of technology, and cocperation eiiong developing 
countries. The developing countries themselves are to play a decisive 
role in the progress of strengthening national technological and 
scientific capabilities( 2). 

As a result, UNOTAD's work on appropriate technology has been somewhat 
- 	 marginal, as a sitic-product of other investigatics, in prticular 

in its current research on pharmaceuticals (in collaboration with WHO), 

(i) Transfer and Development of Tcchnology, note prep3red by UNCTkD for 
ACAT Ad. Hoc Wor1 	 5 33late Technology, Vienua 16-20 May 1977- 

(2) UNCTAD, ReMt of the Trade Pnd D 	çcj_l3oard, Vol. I, General 
Assembly Official Records : thirty-third iession Supplement 1, 
(A/33/15), United. Nations, Now York 1978, p.163. 



aud on energy. Iecnt inierer=t in envirormental reiatea issues 
a ].ed to a joint UEP/tTCTA.D xeearch project on transfer of 

technolo.y and envir.niental prob1ein, iihioh includes conceptual 
work on tec1noioicaI dependence znd environmental impact, as 
well as FeVOn case ottidies in th plantation, mining and procc-s 
industries sectors. 

UNCTAIJ plans for the merlium-torra include an active participation 
in the regional ce'ters for cinco and technolor, wbicb 
establithment has been promoted by UNCTAD and other W ox'ganiatione 
for the past two years (l ). UNCTAD is also to help the transfer 
of tec1mo1oy on a eectQral 	A prograe is being decigned 
with FAO for the transfer of teohnology in the food processing 
industry, and advisory so vic will continue to be provided for 
the establishjnent of sectoral regiol ce'tres for transfer and 
development of technology. 

Se sections 1. ECA, 4. EOWA, and 5. 1CAP. 

Report of the Trade and Development Board, opoit., pp.159-.163. 

4 



12 	UN])? 

The role of the United. Nations Developcnt Prog -rairrne is to assist 
the use of techno3.ogy through the finarcement of projects, rather 
than to develop an in-hcuse capacity for creating technology. 
As a result., UNDP's work in the field of appropriate technology 
is spread through out the activities it supports in collaboration 
with executing agencies such as FAQ, ILO, UNCO, UNIDO, and so on, 
and through international research institutes cooHinated by the 

nS!CGAIR, and. th3 recently estab1iehd regional centres for trafo' 
and development of techno16gy 

owever, some thinking has be.n don6 lat.ly on the rcic tJ1D? chuid 
have in promoting appropriate teohro1ogy ) . For iiisiance, the UP 
also intenCls to enter new areas of technological and scientific 
resetrch and development in the iei12in-.terii, as well to support Ithe 
adaptation of imported teehnoiogy, in the field of smallscale farming, - 
labour-intensive methods of production, recovery and use of wastes 
and baic healib care. 

() Overview of Act.ivitie of Organs, Organizations_and_Programmes 
of the Uni+od._tionaSysteni, op.cit. 



113, 	L1NSCO 

I.  

As a specialized agency for education, science and culture, UNESCO 
has given particular attention to renewing educational systems, and 
shaping long-term educational, scientific and technological policies 
and plans, for the purpose of: furthering the worl&'s socio-economic 
cvolution; introducing the foreseable and advances in science and 
technology; -aising the social productivity of labour and the 
preparation for working life- through education and the introduction 
of productive work into the educational process; and making possible 
the best utilisation of all educational and cultural resources. 
Another object - has been the promotion of international co-operation 
in science and technology rrrd  the economic s  social and cultural 
dcvelopct of all peoples 

UNESCO has. hea gitv€ specific dirct.ive by the UN and its own 
governing bodies to promote the use of scientific and technologic. :i •  
developments in the iuterests of peace and social development, as well 
as further the role of modern science and technology in the 
development of nationc to strer.gthen economic, technical and 
ecieutific cc-operation among states, It concern towards appropriate 
technology is linked to two problem areas which UNEECO has recently 
analysed as a basis for medium-term plarming(): the development of 
man and society, and the balance and harmony between man and nature. 

Accordingly, UNCO is to step up action in the fields of interactions 
between science and socicty, and science and technology policies. One 
of the major concerns of these programmes is the problem of transferring 
and adapting technology in such a way as to promote endogenone development 
of a king consonant with the aspirations of each eooiety, and in 
keeping with its values. Also prominence has been and continues to 
be given to atudies on the rational use of natural resources, and to 
the management, and protection of the environment. 

(i) UNZCO, Draige and Eudgt for 1971980,  UNESCO General 
Conference. Twentieth Session, Paris 1978. 20 0/5. 

(2) UNZCO, Analysis of probleme and table of objectives to be used as 
basis for mediun-term planningjj9l7.-1982), UNJ3CO General Conference, 
Eighteenth Session, Paris 1974,  180/4. 



As a consequence, although L1 E3CO has produced no major contribution 
to conceptual, theoretical and polio orientation research on 

-. 	appropriate technology, it seems to take into account the problems 
- 	 dealt with eavironmentally soi.uid and apt'ropriate technology at the 

action-level. 

Research progranties and projects,tat have component in appropriate 
technology include the folloãr.g'1: 	 T 
- interactions between science 1  technology and society: this is 

an interdisciplinary study of the hitorical development of 
science and techno3.or and the ccnditions which appear to foster 
this development in certain cultures and at certain peciode; 
the study Is to clarify the way in which science and technology are 
introduced and developed in diffdreat societies, and to identify 

the effects of the progress in science and. technology on society 
and on the transformation of the sciences themselves. 

- science and technology policies: activities are directed towaDdB 
developing national capacities in planning 1  programming, uclgëting 
and management in order to harness science and technology for the 
onogenous soc.; .1, economic and cultural development; 

- scientific and technological research and training: this includes, 
among other activities, the research and development of technology 
geared to specific needs, in particular in the fields of housing 
construction, unconventional energy sources (including solar eaergy) 
and uses of conventional sources that are more rational and less 
poluti on-generating; 

- integrated rural development: the programme contributes to the 
training of engineers whose task is to disseminate appropriate 
technologies and information on the ecological implications of 
rural development plans among planners, cle.oision-makers and 
administrators; 

- mineral and energy resources : the programme is to improve 
understanding of the processes governing the evolution of the earth's 
crust, and dissemination of knowledge on mineral and energy'resources 
for the purpose of their rational use and mitigation of natural 
hazards; 

(1) Draft Programme and Budget for 1 979-1980 , op.oit.,pp.23-33. 



— ma'i and the biosphere: this is a large-scale prgramme which 
purpose is to solve concrete problems x'aied by the rational use 
of the earth's biological resources; it incindes provil3ion for 
innovatorr reearcli and training programmes to promote methods 
of integrated land develoent through the transfer or 
ectablishment of appropriate technologies specific to the different 
ecological and develojcntal conditions; 

a 

— partio.pation in cultural life: the activitiez involve four major 
concerns one of whioh is to understand the relations between 
oultural innovation an& change, and technological and economic 
ixmovation and ch-nge. 	 -. 

.- 



14. 	UNIP 

UNLP has began its activities in th field of envirorimertally-
south aM appropriatc technology with studies that attempt at 
clarifying the meaning of appropriateness and, consequently, the 
methodolcy for se1eting such technology. 

The rational or UNEPtn conceptual work is that any progr.mme or 
activity in the field of technological research, clevelopmant and 
dissemination largely depends on the understanding of the sbstant.ivc 
issues underlying these activities. Therefore, an effort has been 
initiated to evolve a cocptual and methodological fraiework, 
addresoing the attention-to three basic issues: 

- a ooc3ptual elaboration on the notion of environmentally-sound 
and approriato technology; 

- a. study of the probleis and methodology for the generation of 
environmentally-sound arid. pproprite technology; 

2i msion on the criieia an& mothodology for for the selection 
of such technologies0 	 - 

Jixperts meetings diecweecl the preparation of the conceptual fraok 
and the methodology for the seliiction of enviro,::entally sound and 
appropriate technologies, and the resulting report3 are in the process 
of being disseminated(1). 

These initial works ooncluds that environmentally sound and appropriate : 
technologies are those consistent with an ecologically halaood 
growth and with economic and social justiceo In order to be compatible 
with envionnental, economic and social goals, tie design and choice 
of technologies must be guided by the e ironmental principle of 
ecological sounaness, the economic principle of reducing inequalities 
botween oo-antries t  and within countries, and the social principle 
of participation to and control over decision-making. The adoption 
and application of these environrneniz-'.l, economic and social principles 
would ensure the appropriateness and eoundnQso of technology on all 
the environmental, economic and social grounds. 

(1) UN]!P, Conceptual$ra mework for Envi ronmentround and Aproriate 
TochnoloRIt  and UIP, Methodology for Selectio n via 
Sowd_alroir-iate_Techno 	in prooes of publication by Pergamon Prest 



According to UNIP,, the importanco of the concept of enviromentaily-
sound and approprae:' technology lies in the fact that, in taking 
insufficient cog iiee of the ecological and sooio-cconomio iiipact 

• 	 of technology, there is a tantanount risk of running into environ- 
• 	 mental degradation beyond the reproductive capacity of the environment, 

and to jeopardize fwture devolonent in general, and the expected 
achievements of a new international economic order. Thus, concern 
for society, and for the environrent in which this society exists, 
must find expression in the choice of teohnologies This means tha.t 
discussion on the choice of tecirnology must be an inseparable part 
of any plan that involves either the environment or socio-ooncmic 
objectives. The tflEP sees its role as that of strengthening and, 
amplifying such awarenesS where it exists, and of initiating anti 
generating awareness where it is absent. 

TJNEP intends to carry forward this catalytic role through the 	- 
establishment of . network of institutionally-based pilot projects. 
The network is base& on the premise that a mu.lti.dieciplinary and 
rulti-institational approach is necessary, both for the development 
and for the selection of erentally-sound and appropriate 
technologies, and that an efficient flow of information is a cthidition 
for its development. 

The network is envisaged as a global interaction of institutions 
that execute projects on enviror.mentally-aound and appropriate 
technologies, relevant to a variety of enviromente and baic needs, 
with the object of promoting, designing and testing environmentally 
sound and appropriate techmology, as well as demonatrating through 
praotical pro jectii the need., feasibility and consequences of selecting 
and devloping e ronmentally-sound and approprito technologies, 

UNEP is to catalyse, in these institutions, the capability to choose 
and develop technologies and, through this activity, to strengthen 
the technological capabilities of developing countries, At the same 
time, this activity is to increase UEs iuformat ion and referral 
base for envir nmenally-sound and appropriate technologies. 1owevor, 
since no oonceptial work is finite and networks are not to be regarded 
as static entities, there is a pexnanent revision of institutions and 
project that TJN111  is to catalytically support. The support to 
specific activtiea has began partially with joint projects initiated 
With UiY UGiA), a1 liicly IhO. 



15. 	aci 
UIFICIT has reoently beellan to give emphasis to appropriate technology, 
which it und.erstan&G as ideas, methods, equipment, tools and practices - 
that help the impro7esierLt of the nutrition, health and well—being of 
children and families \ i3e devices should be simple and oopatib1e 
with the eivironnient 

A major effort has been undertaken to produce and test equipment and 
tools that inprove the design of tradi. -tional implements and methods, 
and/or use new materials, Emphasis is placed on the low cost of the 
equipment, the use of locally available materials, the simplioity of 
skills required both for ôónstruction or manufacturing, and for 
inaintenance ( 2 ). Activities include thq di.ssemiriatiou of knodedge 
on these simple, village and comrnuuity level techniques. 

The UNICEF future progranme strescez the following areas: 

- improving the availability and quality of local food supplied 
through better methods of cu.1:;ivaiion and improved food conservation; 

- improving health care, home hyie and home environment; 

- improving the use of existing fuel sources and developing others 
for cooking and houohold use; 

- reducing the physical workload of motbere. 	- 

1 

-: -; 
• 

(i) UNICEF, Report of the Executive Board ( 15-26 May 1978), DOSOC 
Official Records, 1978, Supplement 14, United 1;1ions, E/1978/54. 

(2) Vil1ge Ta olonEaaternAfrica, A report of UNICE' i.porisored 
regional seminar on "Simple Technology for the Rural Famiiy,edite 
by Jim IcDowell, tJNICE African Regional Office s  Nairobi (no date). 



16. 	UT(DO 

• 	 16.1 	(EEPLALPOhICY ON APPflOFIUATB TEaIThTOLO(Y 

tflIDOs increased involvcnent in the field of appropriate inEus'tria 
technolo&r dates froi' its Second Cnera1 Conference (Liima, 1975)  where 
the organization was given ailditional mandate to investigate and promote the 
choice and application of appropriate teciino1oy for the benefit of the 
induotrialization of the developing countries. The irp1ementaiioi of this 
mandate has began throngh the establishment at VIDO of a Cc-operative 
Prograni.me of Action on Appropriate Industrial Techno1oy W. 

UUIDO's policy on appropriate techno1or is mainly the 	ultant of 
the Consultative Group on Appropriate -Tndustrial Teohnloy uhich adviner,  
UUIDO Execuiivc Director and UN1DO Indust'rial Development Board on policy and 
substantive matters rclatcd to appropriate industrial tcohno1ogjr, The 
Consultative Group has met twice ames 1977,  and has reoomiendcd the organiza 
oftbe Iuteat±ona1 Forum for Appropriate In1ustrial Tecrno1oy that is to 
moot in India in November 1973  UIIIDO hopes ihat the Intornationrtl Pa' wil 
elaborate a prog-razili1e of action on appropriate iudustri.1 t•echno1og whi 

be included in the futnr UNCS Proaime of Action. 	th the 
creation of the Unitc1 Jjai.ions Ldustrial Development Fund (flN]J)F), UIflDO fur 
hopes that projects in appropriate industrial tocchnolo&y could be promoted 1  
by eha3rneling the voluntary contributions that finance the and towards prQjei 
that itterest the donors (2) 

UWIDO has arioptd, eo ear, a vexr broad definition Of apprpriato 
F technoloay as "technology that contribites the most to th economic and 

social objectives ol' dc.ve1openit 1  (3), In this sense, the application of 
appropri'.te technolo is not limited to th LLDC 1  s nor does it nocasarily 
entail a labor-intensive process of production. 

Since the UiTIDO's general definition allows for multiple 
interpretations of that appropriate techno10 may be, three parametexs -• 
or sets of factors - are suggested for determining whcther a techno10 is  
appropriate or inappropriate 

a technoloy is appropriate hen it furthers &evelopnent P,0,Us 

(i) 	UiIDC)1 ual ?eo of the Executive Director 1976, Industrial 
Develonent Boaro, Vienna, Hay-June i977 UlIIDO, 	LJ2t 
of the Executive. Director_19TL, Industrial Development Beard., 
Vienna, May 1976f 

UNIIJO, United Nations Medium Tei._Plan for the Period 193-13, 
XI: 	 Draft Submitted by the 

Executive Director of UNIDO4 Industrial Development Board, ID/B/C. 
67/Add.1, 6 April 1973. Cf. also to UNIO exposition of aivitic 
to ths 24th session of ACAST geneva, 31 July-Il August 1978. 
tJNTDO, Co meri ive'oiTrnrne of Action on Ajopri ate Industrial 
Tochnolo, keport by the Executive Divector, lndustrial Devolopmen 
Board, iD/B 133, April 14 1977. 



including the growth of employment and output through the more 
effective use of local resources; the formation of skills; 
the reduction of inequalities in income distribution; when it 
meets th basic needs of the poor, improve the quality of 
life in general, and promotes self-reliance: 

- a technology is appropriate then it is adapted to the country' 
resource endo%uents 7  including local manpower and skills, -boa 
management capabilities, availability of water, energy and 
natural resources in general; 

- a technology is appropriate when it complies with the 
prevailing specific circumstances of its application, includin 
economic and non-economic factors such as the size of the 
foreign exchange situation, the level of infrastructure, 
climate, environment, the social structure of the population, 
traditions and cultural background. 

IJNIDO is aware, however, that not all these criteria may be met 
when selecting an appropriate industrial technology: some priority may have 
to be assigned in each specific case. At any rate, there exist other 
criteria that need to be taken into account when chasing a technology, for 
instance the profitability of the industrial undertaking, which depends on 
technology as much as on direct and indirect government intervention through 
industrial, trade, fiscal and monetary policies. Notwithstanding.the fact 
that it is impossible to discriminate, a priori, which criteria must be 
applied to each specific cix'cunstance, U1flDO believes that "some atribute.s a 
a technology selected for developing countries could include: high employmen 
potential, linkage with local industry to satisfy the actual market needs, 
low investment required as compared with the level of local income, potentia 
in utilizing domestic resources, higher productivity in a given field, easy 
maintenance, and competibility. ThE precent world setting, characterized by 
the dominance of multinational firms that concentrate finance and techriology( 
and by an international economic recession (2), restricts the scope of action 
towards the desired objective of spreading industrialization to the 
developing countries, under such conditions that first avoided the growth of 
the LDC's debts, their dependence on imported technology, the possible world 
depletion of non-renewable natural resources, and the eventual shortage of 
energy and materials, and that second allowed at the same time, the aurvival 
of enterprises and a continuity in the flow of finance (3).  in other words, 
the international situation now prevailing hardly permits the redevelopment 
of industries on a world scale wiibotit recreating the very economic s  social 
and political conditions that are unwanted. 

U1flD0J  Reorientation of Industrial 2trateUrinDevelopgçpuntries and 
Selection and Acat ion or Appropriatc Industrial Technol2, prepared 
by the ISNIDO Secretariat for the Second Consultative Group on Appropriat 
Industrial Technology, Vienna, Austria, 26-30 June. 1978, ID/WG.279/4, 
20 June 1978, P. 4. 
UNIDO, United Nations Medium-term Plan for the Period_l980-1983,M!j 
Prograxmne XIjndust iral Dee!t,  op. cit., pp • i il-vi i. 

United Nations Nediuin-term Plan for the Periodj980-lMajo 
XI, Industrial ]eve1ment, op* cit., pp. iv-v; and U'NIDO, Reort of th€ 
Consultative Group on 4ppropriate Industrial Technology, Viena,. 14 -16 
November 19779  ID/WG.264/4, 27 February 1978- 



On the other hand, W1DO regards industrialization as a means of 
producing a wide and diversified range of goods and services (4). The 
increased output of industrial goods should allow to cover efficiently and 
rapidly all the basic socio'-economic needs of the LDC'a most needed population, 
and to improve their condztiona of life, including higher incomes and 
purchasing power, employment, better quality of life, etc. The experience 
of the developed countries showc that the production of such a large variey of 
products requres of advanced, large-scale industries which not only save 
man-power (n an apparent conflict with the objective of increasing employment 
levels), but also reproduces, at the national and international with 
prevailing sociological conditions" (1). UNIDO further adds that, although 
the choice of technology is a relevant problem to all countries, the poesibilit, 
of an erroneous choice is greater in LI)C's because most technology is 
created in developed countries and suit the condiiióne thereof. 

UNIDO has clearly attempted at taking into account all the 
various and inter-related factors that enter in the process of chocing an 
appropriate technology in a given circumstance. flowever, no list of factors 
can replace an analysis of them, (and inoi4entally some of the factors listed 
by UNIDO are causes and conseq-aences of development rather than criteria for 
planning development). UNIDO has thus, worked out a pragmatic and flexible 
definition of appropriate technology for industry which shares many a 
similarity with the World Bank's policy orientation. But IJNIDO has not 
reached the World Bank's level of concised elaboration of policy guidelines 
for the application of appropriate technology which combine a flexible 
approach to varying objectives and circumstances with the upholding of 
banking principles with respect to investment efficiency and monetary 
returns to financing ventures (2). On the contrary, IJNTDO's policy on 
appropriate industrial technology has remained, so far, at a rather high 
level of generality and its policy statements are, as a rule, plagued with 
a number of contradictions. These become evident when an attempt is made 
to circumscribe the practical application of the concept of-appropriate 
technology, or even when trying to deepen and detail the objectives searched 
through the search and implementation of an appropriate technology policy, 
i.e, through the choice of technology. It is believed that tJNIDO's lack 
of clear stand on appropriate technology is mainly due to its attempt at 
reconciling conflicting objeotves. 

On the one hand, UNIDO promotes the creation of additional 
industrial capacity in the LDC's and a world-wide redeployment of industries 
which should benefit the LDO's share of industrial output (3) levels, the 
features of a pattern of industrial growth and distribution which is 
considered inadequate, obsolete and in want of change. 

Report of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Pecbnology, 
op. cit., p. 6. 

Co-operative Programme of Action on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
op*  cit., p.4 	 7. 

See chapter on World Bank s  P1'. 

The Second UNIDO General Conference set a quantitative target of 
industrial production for developing countries (known as the Lima taret, 
or Lima Declaration) whereby the LDC's share should reach at least 25 
of the world industrial production by the year 2000. 



It is possible that trNlDO's statements on what appropriate 
technology should be, and, what it should serve, reflect two sets of 
contradictions: first a contradiction between different objectives 
(the legitimate aspirations of the developing countries to develop 

• 	 their own industries, against the interests of private enterprise, led 
• 	 by the multinationals, that wish to retain the grip and leadership over 

industrial development); and secondly a contradiction that stems from 
the means envisaged for implementing the necessary relocation of 
incluotries on a world scale (i.e. a contradiction between the need of-
developing industry on the basis of world resources, and the 
restrictions posed to this need by the circumstances that prevail at 
present in the world). It is in the context of this double set of 
contradictions that UI1D0's policy statements on appropriate technology 
may be understood and acquire a meaning. 

0. 

First of all, "in order to avcid partial or conflicting 
viewa and ideas about appropriate technology", IThIDO has turned from 
technology to technological policy and thus restricted the operational 
meaning of the conoept of appropriate technology as to apply to 
technological choice and the adoption of criteria for selection (of 

technology) which, in turn, depend on policy and development goals" (i). 
The next step was "to be clear first about the industrial development 
strategy, before an appropriate technology strategy could be defined" (2) 

According to recen ,t statements (3), appropriate industrial 
technology must be part of a general development strategy a f rapid and 
broad-based industrial growth which includes, amongst other elements, 
a greater decentralization of industries towards the rural areas, and a 
re-orientation of the design and structure of production. - 

•-. 	. 

-i" 

(I) tTNIDO, Towards a Strategy for Industrial Growth and Anpropriate 
Technology, presented by tJNIDO Secretariat to the Consultative Group 
on Appropriate Industrial Technology, Vienna, Austria, 14-16  November IS  
1979, ID/WG. 264/1, 23 november 1977- 
RE22d of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
op* cit., p. 3 
UNIDO, Statement delivered by the Exec'itive Director of UNThO,Dr. Abd-e 
Rabman Ithane, Second Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial 
Technology, Vienna,26-30 June 1978. See also UNIDO, Reorientation of 
Industrial Strategy in Develping Countries and Selection and Appiicati 
fropriate Industrial Technology, paper prepared by UNIDO secretari 

for the Second Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
Vienna, Austria 26-30 June 1978, ID/WG.279/4, 20 June 1978. 
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With respect to the design of products that may be appropriate 
to local conditions, tINIDO has not yet produced any policy statement, nor 
worked out any concrete mechanism, except stressing the need to disseminate 
alternative product design and to prepare new plans for ohariging the 
pattern of consumption. 

At present tINIDO policy approach is verSr much influenced by 
the dualistic vision implied in the separation of any industrial structure 
in two sectors: the modern and the ttdeoentralized or rural-based sector (1). 

S 

N 	 - 

-- 

Ab  

(i) 	Reorientation of Industrial StrateM in Developing Countries 
and Selection and Atplication oIApprpiaie Industrial Technol oa-
opo cit. 
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16.2 APPROACIMS TO SCTOL PI(T AFOPRIA 	CI1OLO 

UNIDO has lately devclopd the idea that, within individual 
countries, a decentralized secior should be helped to mature side-by-side 
with a rapidly growing modern industrial sector. There should be a 
division of labor of some sort between the two sectors, though IJLIDO 
sees it as a. non-mutually excluding one. 

The modern sector is viewed as large goals. It would receive 
the major aJ.location of resources, provide basic production inputs for 
the internal market and products for exports. The decentralized sector 
would meet the basic socioeconomic needs of the rural and semi-urban 
populations. In a way 1  the decentralized sector is implicitly viewed 
as a complement of the modern sector for the provision of goods d.enar'ded 
by the riral people. The linkage between themodern and. decentralized 
sectors oould take several forms, including the location of ancillary 
units, final assembly units and finishing operations in the proximity 
of the areas of rural consumption. 

In order to enable exports to compete on an equal foot in the 
international market, this sector should necessarily have access to the 
latest achievements in technology. Thus, "it should be recognized that 
the developing countries would continue to rely on the import of technologie 
from the developed countries for some period of time in several production 
sectors" (1). 

Considering that the decentralized sector is referred to as 
small-scale, while the modern sector is to be large-scale, the difference 
between the two sectors would concern the scale of production in the 
first place. As a result, the unit of investment outlay should be 
considerably reduced in the decentralized sector compared to the modern 
one, and it would require also greater technological adjustment or applied 
research and development to local factors of production, me.inly human skills 

Differential scale of production obviously brings up the question 
of the efficiency of the small-scale sector, since the competivity of the 
decentralized sector would be limited by products from the large-scale 
enterprises. In addition, the pruchasing power of rural inhabitants and 
the quality of the products of the decentralized sector may well need to 
be subsidized by a "comprehensive programme of incentives, including 
financial assistance, provision of infrastructure facilities, supply of raw 
materials, equipment and expert guidance"( 2) • Additional support may also 
be essential to cover the training needs of this sector. It is not clear 

ftport of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
op. cit. 1  p. 11. See also UED0, Aide Memore t  International Forum on 
Appropriate Industrial Technolor, 20-30  November 1978, New Delhi 
and Anana, India. 

Rpori of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
op* cit. 1  p. 9 



how this programme of "infant-industry" promotion is to be carried out 
by the developing couutries, most of which are seriously immersed in a 
deep recession. There is however a definite tendency towards supporting 
greater governmental regulatory controls in respect of industrial act iv.tie 
which by themselves are most unlikely to help enforcing a tecbnologic:ai 
choice which serves the basic needs of the majority of the population. 

With respect to technology for both modern and decenir.1izec1 
sectors, UNIDO has once more adopted a rather confusing stand. It considr 
that "appropriate industrial technolor should not necessarily be 	- 
conceived as labor-intensive, or related only to small-scale production. 
Depending on conditione, it could well be capital-intensive, sophisticated 
and used for large-scale production'T (2). 

On the other hid, WIThO holds the belief that "the reservation 
of certain sector for the small-scale sector would automatically ensure 
that more or less appropriate technology would be adopted in these 
(industrial)- sectors" (3). 

The only possible conclusions out of such statements are, first, 
that UNIDO sees all technologies as appropriate, with the exception of 
those that are selected apriori as "not always relevant to the situation 
in developing countries, such as (technologies that lead to) 1igh consumpti 
potential military application, etc." (4). Secondly, given a plurality of 
technologies in all countries, and given that all of them are appropriate 
to a given circumstance, such plurality should be maintained and furthered. 

Whilst conceptual and policy clarifications for a sectoral 
strategy have been going on, U]DO has began iuiplernentiig a series of 
activities (research, pilot projects, infonnation, training and institution 
building, pre-investment and feasibility studies, etc.) in some 12 
industrial branches that it considers of first priority both for accelrati 
industrialization and for redistributing industries on a world-wide scale. 
The main investigations have been done in the following branches: induztrie 
based on land resources (for example, vegeta.l oil and fats, building 
materials, woodworking), industries related to land resources (leather, 
fertilizers), metal-engineering (iron and steel, metalworking) and chemicali 
The International Forum on Appropriate Industrial Technology will discuss 
the work done up to now in the 12 sectors of productive activity which 
include: 

(1) Reorientation of Industrial Strategin Develcrnig Countries and 
Selection and Application of Appropriate Industrial Technology, 

. cit., pp 26-28. 	 1. 

(2) LeRort of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology, 
op* cit. 1  p. 5. 

Ibid.. 1  P. 13. 	 MW 

 Report of the Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology 
op. cit. 



- basic industries such as steel metal transformation 
including capital goods,fertilizers,and chemicals and 
the like; 

• 	 - drugs and phar7nac6utioals 

- textiles 

- sugar  

- canent and building materials 

- food storage and processing 

- agricultural machinery Pnd implements 

- light engineering and rural ;:orkshops 

- oil and fats 

- paper products and small pulp mills 

- energy for rural requi.rements 

- low cost transport for rural areas 

The specific production techniques that will be Thus elaborated 
upon and discussed at the International Forum relate to.. the basic industrie 
in developing countries, inputs for agri.oultural production 1  and outputs 
from the rural sector. 

.: 

- 

-. 	 - 	 - 
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17. 	UJITAR. 

1.JNITAR has supported, in recent years, a series of dissemination 
activities on new technologies within its programme of the future. 
The essence of the techniques publicized by tJNITAR is that they 
might load to saving natural resources, through non—waate processes, 
for instance, and to substitute some of the presently used natural 
resources with un—conventional ones. The processes and methods 
involved in the developnent of these new technologies generally recuire 
a very intensive scientific research effort and a very well developed 
aystem of applied research and developueni. 

Scientific gatherings and publications c?ordinated  by URITPR have been 
devoted to the fo1lozing probl em_areaC ( 1 ) :  

- ways of mining and using types of naicurai oil and gas deposits and 
elements that are under—researched; 	- 

- advances in chemistry, bio—chemistry and biology for the reoovery,  
recycling and use of wastes and residues (microbial energy conversion); 

- ways of maidng economic use of the resources and eoologi.oal - 
peculiarities of desert ecosystems. 

Fu.ture activities are expected in the following fields( 2): 

- economic feasibility and technological advances for the exploitation 
of small—scale mineral deposits; 

- scientific advances and practical agronoiaic applications of cells, 
tissues and organs transplanted from plants and animals (tissue culture); 

- petroleum microbiology; 

- utilization of platforms and off—shore structures; 

- now energy resources. 

The Future Supply of Nature—made Petroluem and Gas, International 
Conference sponsored by UITAR and IIASA, Schloss Laxenburg, 1976, 
(published by Pergamon Press). Seminar on Microbial 1!nery Conversion, 
Got -tingen, 1976. Conference on Alternative Strategies for Desert Development 
and Management,sponsored by UNITAR and California State Department of 
Water Resources, Sacramento, 1977. 

UNITAR, Important for the Fi.iure, Vol.111, N.3, June 1978- 



iS. umusn 

UiflISl) new strategy.and progtainme, as a priority, reDearch on ways 
in which the poorer senents of the population inainta.in their 
livelihood. This investigution, which has only recently started,  
is expected to include new findings on traditional and posib1y 
declining ways of self—subsistence aricul -tn'e, r'tu'al cratt.s, food 
preparation and conservatL9 ) teohn1ques. and alternative ways and 
me-thod.e of supporting 1ife 

The aim is to investigate how specific population groups can feed 
themselves adequately throughout given seasons and years, i.e. 
how food security can be achieved now and for the foreseable future 
for all social groups. 

- 

.. 

N.  4 

(1) UNRISD, Stratey and Programme Ppals, Board Special Sessibn, 
1977/WP.2/Rev.1, 4 November 1977.  1fl1TIS]) 9  Pood Systems and SoajIt  
Board 1978/W.P.4,  27 June 1978. 



19. UWOST 

The UN Office for Science and Technology has been increasingly involved 
with the issue of appxopriate technology, through its activities as the 
Secretariat of the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science arni 
Technology to Development (AcAsr)r 

As e.arly conceptual work noted that the technology developed, in the 
advanced countries might not be ouitable to a particular developing 
country without modification and adaptation to specific conditions 
such as climate, raw material resources, laboursupply, and the level 
or economic and social development. Reearoh, development and general 
industrial services were thus required to help ieveloping and/or 
modifying and adapting imported teohnology( 1 ). 

'urthor research led. ACAST to adopt the view that appropriateness 
had to refai to the availability and combination of factor proportions 
in tems of labour, natur4 resources, and oapital, given a stated 
task or selected tt( 2 ). 

With the reconstitution of the ACAST Ad Hoc Working Group on.. 
Appropriate Technology in 1976, the Office of Science and Technology 

• 

	

	 has carried on work on the concept of appropriate technology from 
the same policy—action point of view. In a review of the conceptual 
d.evolopment of appropriate technology, the ad hoc Working Group 
has pointed, out five major criteria of definition of appropriateness( 3). 

L. 

These criteria, selected according to ob380tives that are searched 
through the use of technology 1  are the following: 

- to help small cominu.nities to achieve better utilisation of human 
and natural resources in a context of self—reliance; 

- to avoid environmental damage and improve the quality of life; 

	

(1) United Nations, Appropriate Technology and Research for Industrial 	= 
Development, Report of the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science 
and Technology to Development on two aspects of industrial growth, Now York 

United Nations, ADDropriate Technologies in Civil En 
Develo in' Count1es7 	 or t-n 
Ait, New York 19760  

Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and 
Develop'nent, Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on A 
E/AC.52/XXIIIJö1Z?.2, 10 Juno 1977.' 
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- to avoid excessive consumption of energy; 

- to create employment; 

- to eoononiise on investments (iornosti 	savings) and foreign exohange 

The Ad. Hoc Working Group has strongly emphasized. •tha.t not all these 
oviteria are of equal value and that the measure of appropriateness 
is given by its contribution to fulfil thq baaio needs of the mass 
ppilation, to generate employment and to save capita]. investment. 
It would then be up to the indivithial countries to select and apply 
other criteria, according to its develooent o'bjeot1ve( 1 ). 

whereas the issue is regarded in many sectors as a choice between 
labour-intensive and capital-intensive technology (for instance in 
small-scale farming, road construction, etc), the ACAST has put 
forward the idea that in the production of manufacturing technology 
"actual experiences could demonstrate that labour-intensive and 
capital-saving/strategies can in numerous cases incorporate management- 
methods, eauixnent and control systems that the most modern aad 
sophisticated technology now has to off eru(2). 	Therefore ACAST has 

• suggested that research should be made on "bow much and what kinds 
of R and D activities now conducted in the industrialized countries 
could be directed to the pursuit of innovations in terms of technological 
needs of the developing countries( 3). 

To oonclude, it might be said that the policy-oriented definition of 
appropriate technology, such as the one proposed by ACAST, has not 

H led to any substantially new actionproposal to alter the basic world 
pattern of technology generation, transfer and use. 	The present stress 

Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Appropriate Technology, op.cit., p12- 

Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to 
Deve1omient, New Develonents in rsearch Relevant to proriate TechnolbgV  
Note by the Secretariat Ad. Hoc Working Group on Appropriate Technology, 
Vienna 16-20 May 1977, BZA/ST/AG.7/CRP1.4, 5 April 1977. 

• 	(3) Mvisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology 
to Devcloinent, The Design of Eouijnent and Production Procesen 

• App iaie for 1)eveioin Countries, Note by the secretariat, xpert 
Group on Appropriate Technology, 25 April 1977- 
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is on increasing locaL technological capabilities of developing 
countries to research and design technologies as well as to 

• 

	

	 increment cooperation among developing countries on problem- 
oriented projects ana in celected. priority—areas. }Iowever, in 

- essence, this proposal is only a sophisticated varian of the idea 
of helping countries to establish research and industrial services 
to effect a massive transfer of technology. 

The same can be said of the present efforts to implement a network 
for exchange of information and transfer of technology, a task 
in which UNCTJU), UNIDO, UNCO, 'iID and other organizations are 
involved M. The network, as it is presently thought of, would 
baaioally accelerate the transfer of the teclmology required by 
the developing countries' industrialisa -bion without a major change 
in the costs and conditions under which this transfer is presently 
made. 

On the other hand., it would permit the advanced, research insiitutions 
and the international private sector that controls the bulk of the 
world scientific and technological research and development, to 
have access to the scientific and technical achievements reached 
in the developing world. 

Furthermore, the characteriation of technology aceorclihg to policy-
objectives is Bomewhat lacking of scientific soundness because 
policy—objectives are not inimitable (they do vary over time) and also 
beoause the techl3ical solutions needed to meet the problems identified 
do not necessarily produce effects that are desirable from the oconomic, 
social and environmental point of view. 

In view of the last consideration, ACAST has recently stated that 
appropriate technology should, not be viewed merely as a technological 
solutions  but also as part of the prevailing cultural and social 
framework ( 2 ). Also it has shown concerned with the connotation that 
appropriate technology is second—rate technology and is therefore to 
undertake a study that should clarify concepts and definitions, as wall 
as given a global picture of the 9tte of the art, including a review 
of work done within the UN systomn. 31 . 

(i) Advisory Coiinnittee on the Applioation of Science and Technology to 
Development, information eçchange and the Transfer of Technology, 
Note by the Secretariat, E/AC.52/XXIV/CR?.10, June 1978. 
Advisory Committee on the Appli,catioz of Science asd Technology to 
Development, Special Pie_port, E,/AC.52/XXIV/CRP.13, 11 August 1 978- 

Ibid. 
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Since 1 9Th, the United. Nations University selected •three areas of 
• = 	priority for the Univeral.ty work : world hunger, human and social 	* 

development and the use and management of natural resources. These 
topics are being investigated by networks of institutions solecied 
by the 1J1U. 

Post-harvest technology has been given particular attention in the 	V 

World hunger pr'ograime that is carried out by a network composed of 
the XNCAP (Institute of Nutrition of Central Ameri.oa and Panama, 
in Guatemala), the CFI (Central Food Technological Research Xngtitute 
of Mysore, Indl), and the NCP (Nutrition Centre of the Philippines), 
FItO has been closely associated to thiB pograznrne. 

-: 

The human and social development programme initiated a research on 
traditional technology, for which the Marga Institute (Sri Lai.ka 
Centre for Development Studies) was selected as the first mcrnber of 
the network. One of the main concern of this programme is to research 
the existing traditional or pro-industrial technology as a means - to 
overcoming hunger, poverty and disease in developing countries. 

The -mman arid social development programme initiated a project on 
technology transfer, transformation and development, which includes  
action and research on sharing traditional tecimology. Tho Marga 
Institute (Sri Lanka Centre for Development Studies) is the first 
institution to participate in this network. One of the main concern 
of this research is to investigate the existing traditional or pre-
inclus -trial technology, as a means to overcoming hunger, poverty and 
disease in developing countries; to probe on the possible linkage between 
•tradi -tional technology and modern technology in the process of rural 
transformation; and to contribute to an understanding of the nature of 
changes required within poor communities for the generation of the 
capacity and ability to effect innovative technological change 

The project is to supplement efforts of other in -titutions that are 
engaged in the scientific improvement of traditional technologies; the 
generation of indigenous research and development capabilities; and the 
controlled transfer of technology from the industrially developed countries. 

1. 

To this end., the prQjeci is to searoh the key elemento for achieving a 
technological awareness among the rural poor so that they my contribute 
to a new formulation of the current transfer of technology from industrial 
to pre-ii4ustrial comimrnities. One of the baio PXemiSO in catting down this 
objective is that the newly available technology will be more readily acoeptab 
if it is traditional and only slightly more sophisticated than the one present 

;. • 

(1) Maz'ga Institute, Froject E'ropal 011 Sbaringf Traditionalechnolog 
u1nitted to the United Nations University Tack Force Ileeting held in 

Tokyo, Japan, 26-30 September 1977, 



in tise. From the point of v1.w of scienific and technological reaearch 
Rfld deve1op'efl't, the project bDpe that 1nowlod.ge of trad.itionai. rural 

;. 	teohnoloy will help to cpan the front5ere of scientific and 
- 	'technological knowledge of methods, techniques and resources as well 
- as to create now goodm and services that are acceptable to the rural 

people without being cruder and cheaper versions of rn—mnuft.oture, 
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21. 	WFP 

The World Food Frograzame is uct dtrctly involved in iplemcnting 
any kind of project but through its food for work aid programme, 
it has given a considerable support to field aoivities executed 
by other U1 agencies (mainly ILO, UilDO, and FAO( 1 ). 

Projects that involve labour-intensive m6thodu of slum clearance, 
road construction, forestry work, water and 1aid conservation, have 
thus received support from WFP in the form of food rations that are 
distributed, to the casual workers as a wage in kind that it usually 
but not always supplemented. by a cash wage payiiient. Food is also 
used in self-help schemes as an incentive instead of money wages 
or as a paiial cmpnation for lost earflings. At present, arouM 
40 of the value of food d.itrib'i.ited by WI'? goes to labour-intensive 
pro jeots. 

• 	 - 	 - 	 : - 

• 	 - 	 - 	
•,. 

IL 

(i) World Food Programme, Eployment through Food Aid, }ome 1978. 
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22. 	WHO 

L 

The World In el1edta1 Property Organization has been i'iiarginally 
involved in the fIeld of appropriate technology, as a result of 
work on the geueratcn and protection of technological knowledge, 
and of its partie ation in networks for the disertiinaticn of the 
technological in±orteation contained in patents. 

WIFO is collaborating to the setting up of the AGAST sponsored 
network for exchange of information and trasf or of technology, 
as well as the regional IentTeB for transfer and developnent of 
technology. 

It is WIFO'S view that, by putting information at the disposal 
of governments and the public in general, and by helping couxrtries 
and firms to negotiate the purchase of technical know-how, the 
users of technology,  are enabled to identify which is the most 
appropriate to their needs. 
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23. 	WHO 

23. • 1 	GPNEflAL PC)LIICY 	 A -TIA"TI OPRIATE  

WHO established during 1977 a. programme of health technology, to 
promote the use of available appropriate technoloy and develop nw tochnolor 
which answere the need for better health and is at the same time low-cost, 
effective and acceptable. 

Appropriate technology for health has been defined at WilO as "a 
wide-ranging set of aoiivitiez,- applying skills, knowledje and creativity for 

-: 	inventing or discovering, testing, improving, adapting applying or usthg 
methodologies and techniques with methods oP managerent for solving hcalth 
prob1es" (i). TIat is echncior means not just a device but aiy association 
of techniques, rcthod.s and equient which together can contribute towards 
solving a health care problem" (2). 

Thus the concept of appropriate ±echno1or for health falls withina 
basically standard definition of technical change. itis however linked to a 
precise approaoh to the question of appropriatness. According to RHO, 
"'iate means that the technolor is not only scientifically eou.ml but 
acceptable to users, providers and decision-makers alike; that it fits within 
local cultures, that it is oapable of being adapied, further developed and 

: 

	

	 manufactured locally whenever possible at low oots; and that it is sufficient].y 
simple in desii and in ex€cution for local use" M. 

WHO gives much stress to the fact that "the uliitate goal of the 
develonent of appropriate techno1oy will be to promote national self-reliance C 
problem-solving in primary health care de]ivery and to reduce the exitin 
dependence on the industrialised countriec for technological support" (4) 
The basic problems, to be solved through appropriate techno1oy for hetlth, are 
two-fold. First, it is a matter of increasing scientific end technological 
knowledge and innovation on how to meet health problems. Secondly, there is 
the question of reducing the cost of wide-spread primary health care and basic 
sanitary services, which are the main sectoral components of the progxame on 
appropriate tec1molo' for health. 

001 

(1) WHO, The WHO's Role in Fromotir.g Aepropriate Technoloyfor Health, document 
iresented at the Consultation on Appropriate Technolor for Health, New Dell 
5-8 December 1977, ATH/77,1. 	- 	 - 	- 
WHO, Report 	on Appropri ate Techno1ojjr Health, 
New Delhi, 5-8 December 19772 A17.3 

() Ibid. 

(4) WHO, Appr02riate TechpoIo ,7,_for _  Health, Report by. the Director General 
to the 31st World EeaJ..th Assembly, !L31/14, 	nexI (B61/26), p.  1-2. 
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] has been repe.edly stated that "what is needed is appropriate 
technology at a lev1 and price that can be assimilated by the bulk of the 
population. 	Sophisticated tech ologies cannot provide the solutions to the 

• 	multifarious problems facing the deveioiing comrtries" (1). Stated in another 
way, the problem is to build and manage, health services under conditions of,  
limited financial and manp&wer rcsoures a basic problei being that of 11the 
difference between cost of services and the ability to pay for them and the 
lack of people with the nccery skills to desd., construct, operete an ana 
the (health) yst€.st*  (2). 

Ii is widely recogii cd that rore than one half of the total 
expenditure on health is channelled as a rule into curative icedecine which i.s 

. 	tied to high costs, requires imported equipment and drugs, all of which reaches 
a very small minority among the urban population of developing countries. In 
many oases, the lack of trained, personnel and medical facilities cause the 
equipcnt to laridlc. WHO believes th, being this capital-intensive 
technoloy an expensive oommoc3ity;  it is ill-adapted to the economic potential 
of the developing countriee "financial resources in these countries are not 
sufficient to allow total pojlat ion coverage by the conventional health 

- technolosy which has been developed in advanced industrialised countrie-;" (3). 

A. Rather than stepping up a massive effort for education and training, 
it is believed that the goal &ou1d be to develop local sufficiency i producin 
and applying simple health techniques and redice the dependence on importsd 
technolo (4)' ?HO also commends appropriate technology to the industrialised 
countries where the rising cot of health services give cause for concern (s). 

• 	

•4 

(i) WHO, 	ral Address to the Consultation on Approriate Technolo for 
Health, by Dr. V.T.JL GurLaratne, Regional Director WHO SEARO, Report cf 
the Consultation on Appropriate Technology, op. cit., Annex 3, p. 13. 
WHO, The 11110 prornme inaeic Sanitary Services, Cornintinity Water Supply 
and Waste Disposal. The Advancement and Trnsfer of Krkom-lledgá and Methods cWss/73.2, p. 4. 
jropriatePechno]o1 yfor_Health, op. cit. Annex I (B61/26), pp. 1-2 

Aronriate Tcchnolj 	Health, op. cit., Annex I (E1362126) 1  pp. 1-2. 
Appropriate Tcc1nolor for HeTi, op. cit. Annex 2, P. 1. 

• m • 	• 



The quction of cotii hvcx to reuin a crucial prohlen, becauao 
the research and ye rtcul is  dmpie tech ique.•  and methcs of 
primary health care often 1 ireri 	fair nour.t of inveiiigtion, 
ana1ysia test1rg ad w1aluation.,prticular1y vhen s sarC11 4 rg to 
adapt knim technolegie, to levelop r'w oos, and to blend indigenous 
knowlode and exper5cncc with that xiailaolo in -the iridwtriaiized 
cotutriea. 

The co, ; ,nlex pehLe of proóucirg lo-co -t 	well as health effective 
techniçue and methods ay ba at the root of N10 'a attenpt at making 
compatible distinct acpect of the pn'oLlem of health care, 

irat, there is a need to ovaluto in,tho fi2ld the type of tahnolo' 
needed acor&thg to the problem identified at the local level 9  and 
to make fie1ötcting in the very itiatione where the techuoloo7 wi].l 
be applied 1 It is also true that plot and test project are a 
nececaary e rice-gathoring eeroio. From an ecorumic point of 
view, local intitutione are obv-!ously more adecmua-Le for this kind of 
ttk. Lowover, from a soci,l point of views  the cocts may h& high 
because the population (par ieuJaly in rural areas of the v-eloping 
countrics is lesu apt to identify routincusly the ill-effects of a 
new tochnoloy or a technological innovation. 

Secondly, all research and development (whetter it is c.rried out 
locally, or through a network of collaborating contres includIng 
institvtionz of the industri1ized countries, or by commercial 
multinatiQnal enterprises), reuiie adequate funding and even possibly 
the asaiscance of aophisticated and expensive iechniques(2),  as well 
as ri&or and exactnesm na~ or greater thau used in conventional 
bio-meciical investigati 	. On the contrary, if the technological 
capabilities of the developing countries were more adequate to design 
simple and low-oost technologiez as it is suggested, and they were 
not just apt to teat and montt.or new technology, then the research and 
developrneit facilitica of the cthveloping countries should not be 
regarded as sorts of subsidiaries where appropriate techaolor is to 
be adapted further cievelopech tested and eventually manufactured, 
SM lO&; a ifficient low costs are ensure(4). 

propnLatoTechnoloy for Heal -th y  op. cit., AnneX 3: Global Plen of 
Action for the Programme of Appropriate Teohnoior for Health 9  pp. 4-5 
and ___ 	of the_Consiltation2 	opriate Pechnoioy for Health 7  
op.cit., 1).17 
ppopriate Technolor for Health s  op* cit., and Report of the Consultation 

for PJ - h 1  op, cit., p.17 

Etport of the Consultation on App priate Tqchnolog for Health, o. olt., 

Ap_priato_ochnolov for He]th, op.cit., p.2 
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The fact that "an E cr.t.l e ,rnct of the infoxiation 
collection and dieetIinatiQn proees i the field testin, analysis wid 
evaluation of new and more appropriate techr&1oies' (i) lends some credit t 
fears that the LDCtS institutions, 'nd even more the local populatiors c0u111 
be turned into a kind of tsti ng ground for ne.il-dovelopped an1 not fuller 
proven technologies. Indeed., 	ere ry be some dugers in the 
inst itutionali zat ion of national criteria and stanlarcls (2) on the assumption 
that decision-makcrs autoiiatically search 'ftc well-being and iriproveient 
of the conditions of life of the chole population. 

WHO r000mpiends a series of riteria, or basic indicators, for 
measuring the inpact of applying appropriate technologies (3), whioh are 
predominantlyeconomic, and also socio-political to a lesser extent. 
Environraena1 criteria are also taken into account but generally because 
of their feed-back on ec.onomc and technical factoxa, such as for instance 
reducing the impoxl x'euirements of material resources and enerr, saving 
resources 7  and benefitting or at least avoiding ha to the environment - 
with the consequent evidence of improvment of the quality of human life. 

../•-' 	.f 

.................... 

flertoft1ie Consultation on Ipprriate Technol oa for Eea1, 
opt cit., p. 4. 
The WF!O ñogranme in Basic Sanitary Services, op& cit., p66 

ofe 	 nolj for Health, 
opt cit., 	P. P. 7-8 



23. 2  SEC J'cAL iu ou TIES 

11110 has electd two fields of priority for the developnent and 
application of appropriate technolo,r for health: primary health care 
and 1S1C sntary services. In both ficids a detailed list of stidy 
aets has heein estalilished (1) trying to answer the question of what is 
2tedei and w1iy?, 1Jhat has been done?, Shat needs to be dane?. Study areas 
are ci 3slfied. as: 

- Health care: immuni zat ion and prevent ion 

- Education and training 

- Environmental health 

- I.-Tanageirent of health services  

They. invo).vc substantial research and. pilot testing, some of which 
has iready been started.. 

Although the ultimate goal of the t710 progratne is improved health, 
it recognizes that manj other sectors such as agricul ie, education1 
enerr, e-tc will have a direct bearing on health, particularly in relation 
to rural develoent (2). WHO thus regard village technologies; ih as 
developed 1 UWEGEF and F.O (3), as potential support to appropriate 
tecinlology for health. In part.icular, technologies related to wter, food 
resources, food conservation methods t  solar and other sources of ciiall—scale 
anrl decentralizoo. sources of energy are of relevance to technology for 
health. 	 - 

One of the inctiinnts for the devclonent of appropriate 
technology is an effort to curb the tendency to devalue and even denigrate 
simpler and more indigenous approaches to health care, in favoir of complicat 
and more expensive imported technology. Thus WHO intends to help i1arienizin2 
traditional approaches with new technologies to develop the most effective 
but least expensive methods. 

(i)Report of the Consultation. on Appriat e Technolor for Health, 
op. cit.,p.15. 
Ibid. 

See section 6. FAO and 12. MCM11  
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24. WORLD BANIC 

24.1. 	!PW PLICT ON APPROPPIATE TECHNOLoGY (1) 

4 

The World Bank's general policy on appropriate technology is linked 
to its recent interest in po1icie.s and actions that are cxpected to have a 
direct impact on the poor people's etadards of living. The Bank's new strategy 
towards meeting basic needs, which erphaaes on reducing poverty, is not 
disconnected from its primary role, which is to guide the borrowing governments 
towards prudent financial and engineering decisions, and to urge implciienting 
economic policies (mainly in the fields of exbhange, wages, interest rates, a.d 
foreign trade) - - that contribute - according to the World Bank's - - criteria - 
to proper decision-making. 

The World Bank considers that the extent of action towards reducing 
poverty is limited by the scarcity,  of financia) resources: credits and loans to 
projects that benefit the poor should be evaluated against the need to conserve 
scarce financial resources, and to free capital for investment elsewhee In 
this context, appropriate technology is thus generally regarded at the World 
Bank as a means to reduce poverty at the least financial cost. 

From the teckmical-exigineeiing point of view, the World Bank's 
operational definition of appropriate technology is priiatic. Appropriate 
technology is regarded as "a relative concept and which technology is most 
appropriate, in a given situation, depends on the develoent goals of the 
country and the circumstances in which technology will be used" (2). 

In general terms, the World Bank recommends to evaluate appropriate 
technology according to the basic objectives of the specific prpgrammes of 
action and projects in whiob it will be introduced. Pour criteria are put forward: 

- appropriateness to goal: identification of the purpose which the 
technology is to serve and who the beneficiaries will be ; 

- appropriateness of product: evaluation of the design of the 
product or service involved; 

- appropriateness of process: evaluation of production techniques 
that should make the most economical use of available resources 
at the least social cost 

(1) 	World BanicAppropriate Technoloa and World - Bank Assistance to the 
Poor, Central projects - Staff, !arch 28, 197. World Bank, Avropriate 
Technology in World Bank Activities, Document of the 1forldBarik for 
Official Use Only, July 19, 1976. 

(2) 	Appropriate Technology in World Bank Activities, op. cit., p. i and 
following. 
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- appropriateness to culture and general economic, social, cultural 
and physical enironment, including the size and standards of the 
local maret, sophistication of the local work force and 
managerial skifle, local environmental and cultural setting, 
locally available raw and semi-finished materials and capital 
goods, present and potential capacity for local planning, 
implementation and control of plans, etc. 

The World Bank has produced a series of sectorial policy papers which 
apply these general policy and criteria to the specific fields of urban 
development, mall-acale industiies, civil construction, rural development, 
forestry, health, education and energy (i). These poli.y papers match with the 
different action programmes designed by the World Bank in the past 5 to 7  years. 
They generally urge that the technology chosen for the execution of sectorial 
progrwnmes should be essentially cheap and/or wimple. To this effect, the world 
Bank economists have designed a simple labor-intensive ratio for projects, where 
capital is divided by the number of man-years of employment created by the 
project. This capital/labor ratio must be befow the national ratio that is derivec 
from Gross Domestic Investment to Total Labor Force. 

Urban and rural development projects (that are concerned with water 
supply, water disposal, education, housing, energy, transport, nutrition and - 
health) are to be carried out at sufficiently low costs eo to afford the popu1atio 
to buy these services. If any subsidy is needed, the World Bank reconizende that 
arrangements be made to allow the termination of the projects imdertaken with - 
the afore-mentioned ratio of capital to labor. 

On the other hand, the World Bank investigates the economics of 
alternative technologies, with a view to deliver a maximum of projects at the 
least cost of capital investment, while retaining the insurance of being re-funded 
the loans and credits advanced for the implementation of projects. 

Finally, all the programmes of the World Bank are meant to increase 
the productivity,  of the poor's labor, to make full use of the existing unemployed 
and underemployed urban and rural labor, and to provide the poor with essential 
services at the lowest possible cost. 

Given such conditions the appropriateness of technology, from the 
World Bank's point of view, - - depend on pre-set objectives as much as on the 
particular circumstances under which such technology is used, t!Thus,  technology. 

(1) 	The specific policy papers are summarised in Appropriate Techn2J 
World Bank Activities, op. cit., and 4ropriate Technolojy and the - 
World Bank Assistance to the Poor op. cit. 



is appropriate or irapproprite only in the socio-economic context of a 
particular project. The starting point ic not the technology, but rather the 
develonent problerz identified ?  i.e. low productivity, unemploynient and 
underernployment, basic needs uch as health, water and education, weak institutior 
capability to absorb new technology, etc." (i) 

It niust be added that the World Bank, while 	leaving final deciøion 
about the desirability of appropriate technology to the credit recipient 
appropriate institutions and governmentn, is also a;are that not all the poor 
can be equally helped, at the least, in the foreseeable future When dealing 
with productive activities, `Lhe world Ba.rLk restricts the sense of - -. - poor" 
to mean small-scale farmers and industrial firns-that employ ic-es than 50 worTcers 
and/or hold fixed assests below JS$ 250,000. These arob expectod to be the 
beneficiaries of productive appropriate technologies (technologies that directly 
increase the productivity of labor force). With respect to social and 
environmental projects, the World Bank makes it clear that the magnitude of the 
identified basic nec.ds fo the poor will not be matchod by the funds available 
within the planning horizon. It argues - - therefore, that aid should be 
extended to a selected number of beneficiarios (specific target groups) and, 
furthermore, that the standards of amenities and social services, rendered 
to this fraction of the needed population, should he reduced. Appropriate 
technology is thus implicitly associated, in the World Bank's policies and action 
prograimes, with amenities of lower standards for low-income - - groups and 
with simple techniques that increment productivity. 

The World Bank plans that, by 1980, 10 of all its lending will finahce 
the use of labor-intensive techniques. 

-•F 	.L 

- 

.t. 

(1) 

 

AMMRriate technology and World Bank Assi.sta,nce to the Poor, op. 
cit. pp. 1-2 	
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242. 	!IPFROPRIATZ TECHOLOGY IN SECTOUAL PRRITTh3 

24.2.1. Urban DevelopmevL 

The objective is to improve the housing conditions by providing • 	credit and. materials to the reeithnts of slums who bui:td themselves water 
- 	upply, storm drainnge, sanitation and other basic amenities that upgrade 

slum housing. The stra.tc' for the use of labor is thus based on th 
'comzaunity developent' apprah (also known as "selfhelp" or mutual help". 

The World Bank rocomm ends that scsuatt era and slum dwell era should not 
be relocated far from sources of employment. They should remain in the same 
areas they are located, which usually are central or conveniently sided along 
public transport - - routes. This is to allow savings of construction 
additional infrastructure aoilities. 

The World Bank suggests greater use of traditional materials and 
the adaptation of new techniques to traditional bu.ilding aethoda so as to lower 
cos-ts and use more labor force. 

The urban develonent progainme of the World Bank is based on the - 
following principles: 

- the coat of inprovements in urban services - should be paid by 
the urban residents who will benefit from tbee improvements; 

- the cost should be low enough to be affordable to law-income 
families t  which entails that standards of amejities may have to 
be reduced; 

- there already exist many alternative technique to provide for 
urban improvement (water supply, waste disposal, education, 
housing, enerr, transport, nutrition and health) but the 
ultimate success is determined by the search for efficient and 
appropriate capital-saving production methods that the 
manufacturing sector is to initiate. 

24.2. 2 . Water 

The World Bank Policy document (i) emphasises the supply of water 
for domestic use in rural areas, an area that has been largely neglected and 
for which experi once and knowledge are lacking. The World Bank believes that 
it is evident that the poorer countries can afford only very simple yat ems 
in rural areas - typically shallow wells with hand pumps - if they are ever 
to achieve a significant increase in coverage" (2). The banic need of water 
can only be met by cheap means that provide the basic standard orininimiun 
quality requirement. This is because capital investment and maintenance costs 
vary in proportion with the quality of the supply. The World Bank policy is 
thus the followirig 

(i) 	World Bank Vilia.,-e Water Suppiy, A 4orld Bank paper, Wachington,arch 
(2) 	Ibid. p. 7 



"Standards should be set for quality to ensure that the water supply 
doos not contain any chs'nical or biological constituents that could affect. 
its safety or aocsptabiU.ty. 	A nu1icr of chemical characteristics and 
substances which affect the design of urban systems (e.g. hardness, chlorides, 
iron and manganese content) can be dioregard6d in village water design unless 
they affect acceptability or could cause technical problems thruh corrosion 
or encrusta,tiontl, 	But, 'since higher levels of services result in greai;er 
health benefits, they should be encouraged whenever villages feel the nsed.d 
are able to pay for them" (1). 

24.23. 	Health 

The main objectives-of the World Bank's ' 1Reforned. Health service" 
are to reduce the inefficiencies and high costs associated with the 
present official systems of health care; t10 extend primary health care 
coverage to rural areas where it is notoriously deficient and poor; to 
fit the needs of primary health workero v  and to supplement the activities of 
traditional healers. 

As a result of laying down this programme of acticn, the World Bank 
places the stronest emphasis on the selection and iiaining of new health 
personnel who should have a series of qualit.es that relate 1es to the fonnal 
technical and. proffesional training of the health workers (and incidentally 
to the expectations of health personnel) as to their insertion and. relations 
to the community served by this personnel. 	This means that the new health 
personnel envicionned by the torld Bank should reside in the area they serve. 
Their main function would be to keep an on-going check of the community's 
health conditions, so that their curative skills would not te ecensive and 
their health training cost would be reduced. 	As a result, the new health worke: 
would have a. brief andlimited training in treating some of the most coomon 
diseases and would spend most of their time in preventive health activities 
(nutrition, immunizations, family planning, etc.) and in dissenirLating and 
supervising the construction of environmental works (supply of bacieriologicall; 
safe water, sanitation, construction of sewage and other waste disposals system: 

Most of the work envisaged by the World Bank in the field of health 
concerns "appropriate soft-ware" or know-how in institution building. The new 

A . 	ru.ral health personnel is planned to be part of a whole new administrative 
structure which would include intermediary levels (audliaries) up to "primary-
care managerial - physicians" who would be trained mainly in treating 
infectious diseases, perforning emergency surgery with limited equipment, and 
would have an extensive iod edge of epidemiology, as well as acquaint aince 
with local healing customs and traditional medicine, e.gronomy, nutritial 
value of crops and foods of the area in which this personnel is located, 

- 	(1) World Bank Village Water Supply, A world Bank Paper, Washington, 
J4arcb 1916,  p.S 

- 	 - 
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From its past 3-year exporienoe #  the World Bank has reached the 
conclusion that Bimplifiedihealth systs are technically feasible but reqthre 
institutional armngcmenis that are generally lacking and are even more 
demanding upon financial resources and skills than those currently used in 

nventiOnal health care systems. 

The World Bank lends funds for health developent whenever these 
activities are an interal pert of larger projects in urban and rural 
clevelopuent. 	 - 

24.2.4. 	iducation 

The World Bank has prduced several policy papers and etudes on its 
approaches to appropriate technolor for non-formal education and training 
of rural youth. 

The overall objective is to coEfbine education with training in spectif 
F3kiUS. The World. Bank has thus adopted tThThSCO's approach to adult education 
through functional literacy whereby the teaching of reading and arithretics 
is part of a training programme for a particular job. Prei.ininar- ctimatos 
indicate that the cost of work-oriented education is much loier than primal7 
schooling. 

The World Bank also follows UNIC's concept of "minimum learning 
needs" which refers to the types of essential know:ledge and skills. required 
for incrementing the productive powers and rocial participation of people. 

24.2.5. aural Develonent 

The supply and use of appropriate technologies to the rural areas 
respond to several objeotives, of which the main ones are to stop migration 
to the cities, and to increase the level of productivity in small-scale 
production, and/or in sgrioultural activities carried out on marginal lands. 

Correspondingly, the activitieu planned for the fulfilment of tbee 
objectives consist of: 

- creating jobs in non-agricultural activities, such as 
activities related to the upgrading of the living coiiditions of 
the living conditions of the rural people,and the production 
of inputs and outputs of agriculture, stookbreedixtg, pisoicuJtur€ 
forestry; 

- expanding the labor demand for the processing of primary 
products at the producer 1 eve). (family or larger unit) such as 
for instance conservation (drying, storage, etc.),primalry 
transformation (fermentation, etc.) and others; 

- expanding the demand of-labor and other inputs for the 
productive use of marginal lands (for instance s  fertilizing 
techniques, rea:rforestaiion); 

-- 
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- increasinT the demand of cheap materia:Ls and advanced 
technical and scientific knowledge applied to local 
ecological conditions, and to the socio-cconomic conditions 
of small-scale production in rural areas; 

- supplying innovations that reduce the risks inherent to 
agricultural activities as for exaxnp].e through. the R and 1) 
varieties that are resistant to pess and to weather changes; 

- increasing knoledge and production of alt ermative or fnine 
crops (also knorn as "poor man's crops"), such as sorghw, 
millet, yams, pulsus, uplancl rice and others; 

- designing and disseminating small-fam equipmer.t t  including 
•transfer of prot.o -type specific actions to local manufacturers. 

Many of these activities entail agricultural R and D which is 
promoted and. financed by the COAl (Consultative Crop on International 
Agricultural Research), with a view of extending.t LUG's superiox' varitias 
of essential crops and improved cyst ems for the production of food plants and 
animals. 	The World Bank is one of tho four opor.sorn of the COAl (othra 
being UND?, ULP and FAO), as well as ito Chairman. It consists of 32 
governments, international and regional organizations and private foundation 
that support the work of 11 research. 

The World Bank adVOCatOS the organizing activittes along community, 
groups and associations lines; improved planning techniques, including 
participatory planning; more credit to small-farmers in particular to enable 
them to buy industrial inputs; and finally greater scientific and teciniologic. 
research. The ecological areas that merit special attention ares and lands, 
mountain regions, areas of low-quality soils where shifting cultivationis 
practiced, rain forests. 

24.2,6. Forestry 

The World Bank has a special interest in forestry due to the 
particular contribution of this activity to the other branches of production 
and services. Forestry produces not only timber and therefore inputs to th 
industry; it alco provides firewood which the World Bank epeots to be the 
main source of energy for the rural people in the foreseable future. It 
finally plays an important role in conserving and improving sojie and has 
great potentials for contributing to livestock production. 

rilt, M--  - 
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The World Bank policy -  with respect to forestry thus go beyond the 
gnidolinea established for rural develornent in general s  though forestry 
18 often an integral part of it. This policy is rather flexible. On the OnE 
hand s  the World Bank has been looking forward to finance inventories of 
natural resources, as well.as  research on all factors relatcd to the 
ecologically-sound use of forestry recources. Parthermore, it has comrni4ed 
iisclf to withhold financial support to "projects 'that might result in - 

desintegration of a (natural or physical) habitat not elsewhere represented 
in the country and not under suitable protection". On the other hand 1  the 
World Bank also supports new settlements in zones of high tropical forest, 
thou.-h it is conscious that t  due to the rate Of migration to these areas 
(which sds 15 million ha. of tropical areas  into cultivation each year), 
"only in a small percentage of this area will it be possible to introduce a 
more rational approach to tropical f'est laM use." 

24.2.7 SmaiScaldics 

The World. Bank policy on appropriate technology in industry starts 
with the premise that "scarcity of capital in developing countiies is a majoi 
constraint to the expansion of employnent. - opportunities", cM that small-sca 
enterprises are to becoiie a najor source of uuployment. (I) 

The World Bank believes that "labour intensive alternatives are 
not invariable to be prefered - quality standards, econoiiee of scale, and 
management or skilled labor requirements may sometiis tilt the balance towa 
capital-intensive options - - but vi.rually in all cases, at realistic 
opportunity-cost wage and interest rates for LDCs, labor-intensive or 
intermediate alternatives are ecnonically sensible". (2) 

World Bank sees many benefits in promoting small-scale enterprises 1  
apart from the advantages of capital saings, foreign exchange savings and 
nployment generation. These include: stimulating entrepreneurship, 

deoision-ming and private ownership; setting up production systems -that ba 
less adverse environmental impact; increasing or implementing sulcontmctin 
of industry-related activities to the surrounding rural. 

The policy of the World Bank is to increase loans to small-ccal 
enterprises through national banking intermediaries, though these funds 
shouJ.d not restrict to assisting sma)l-scale firms and entrepreneurs. In 
1977, the World Bank devoted to small-scale eiiterprises 122) of total iendi 
through financial intermediaries. The percentage is to step up to 2O in 
1978 and reach progressively 30 by 1981 (about 1C of its total lending). 

1. 

npçyinent and Deve ljm ant of Small-Zoale Bnterie, World Bank 
Paper, 1973 1  quoted in ppriate TerahnoloML and the World Bank 
Assistznce to the Poor, op. cit., p. 65 and following. 

propriate_Technolo_and the World Bank Assista ce to theloor,, 
op. cit., 

. 
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About 380 million US are earmarked at present for loans and credit 
to artisan s  cottage, small and LOdh1m simed fixis in about 20 e.oirntres (see 
list of projects in x1nez). Capital investment per job is expected, to range 
from USS 100 to USS 400 aziong artisans and cottage industrIes, and from 
USS 2,000 to JS$ 8,000 in small and medium-cied firms. 

Conid.ering that adequacy and acàecsibility of information on 
tecbnolor alternatives is a major constraint to fuxlther small-scale/labour 
iiensive industrial enterprises, and that appropriate technology infoniiation 
referrals are ill-served, the World Bank has recently started. to "explore with 
the other international and national ageflcies, and with the numerous private 
organisations hxving expertise in this field, how their resources could be 
mobilized more effectively to apply exi.sting technological infonation 
quickly and practically to specific 12)Cs situations and needs." (1) 

In the long run the World Bank also plans to oreate or strengthen 
the linkage between supply of appropriate tecbnolo(Local LDOs institutions 
that create or know about appropriate technologies) and the demand 
(entrepreneurs, trade associations and finaicia1 institutions, etc.) 	- 

Plans for the medium-term (1977-1931)  include: 

- at least 10 experimental projects (about US$ 50 million loans 
and cx'cdits) to test new financial intermediaries, new approaches such as 
cooera'tive programmes, cottage industries, etc. and H and 1) initiatives; 

- at least 8 projects for industrial estates that support in part 
small ent erpri sz; and 

- reaching by 1981 the 30 figure for lending to labour-intensive 
firms. 

24.2.8 Civil Engineering and Bailding Construction 

The 1ox'ld Bank's policy in this hold is that appropriate constructi 
methods are those that make eficient and maximum use of unskilled labor andy 
minimum use of capital equiment provided that thelabor can be employed at 
low or "reasonabl&' wages, and that technical considex'aiions do not dictate 
the use of machines. 

The basio aim of this programule is to substitute humafl labor for 
machines. The rOasons that arc generally given are: to reduce open and disguii 
unemployment; to get the beneficiaries to do the construction work and 
maintenance, to save on transportation and exchange. 

(i) AuropriatoTechnolor and the Word Lank Assi.staiwc to the Poor, 
opoit., p.70 	 - 
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Since 1970, the World Bank has conducted a major research and pilot 
implementation progra=!e in civil engineering construct ion methods. 

Its partial conclusions have been ex-tended to 
other infrastii.wture and building construction projeots. 

The World Bank has also produced special guidelines with respect 
to educational building constrUct ion, in connection with its sectoral policy 
in education, (i) 

The World Bank argues that construction standards and building 
methods, for any level of educational building and facilities, should be the 
most economical ones, maximizing reliance on local ma$erials and building 
techniques, wat] a view to saving a maximum of foreign exchange, and local 
currency by getting the beneficiaries to do the construction themselvez: 1  as 
well as the up-keep and maintenance. The economic benefiks,  including -the 
possibility of improving building techniques, should be evaluated agaiist 'the 
disadvantages of shorter building 1ife more frequent maintenance, and u1tima 
higher costs in the long run, as a result,for instance, of repeated replaceme 
combined with inflation. 

The World Bank has warned that the potential benefits of building 
operations of the self-help type, which entail community participation, may 
well be offset by the creation of dual standards of facilijies and state 
services. This situation is likely to exacerbate resentment towards such 
discriminatory treatment and could result also in the exploitation of the labc 
of the commwiity. Both of these possible consequences would produce 
difficulties in organizing and implementing construction works, would extend 
the implementation periods and. hence would increase the final costs of the 
operation. 

(1) 	Education: Sector Policy Paj, World Bank, December 1974, 
quoted in ApZroUiate Technolojnd the World. Bank A9sistance 
to the Poor, op, cit., p. 43 and following. 
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III. SLECT1) 1UWIEW OF ACIVITIES 

This chapter is intended to iflusrate action taken by the 

various organizations of the United Iations system in specific 

areas of conceri to cnvironmentally-sourid and appropriate technology. 

Although the review is not echaus.tive, it gives a general idea 

to the point that there is more variety than coherence within activit 

carried out by the organisations, both within each of them, as well a 

aOrOss the system. 	
01 

broadly 
The review tries/to pictre picture the types of aotivitis 

that need to be identified, and evaluated prior promoting and financi 

new areas of co-operation, taking into accourt the amount of ovcrapr 

found within the 1111 syctem and the trend towards the uncoordinated 

proliferation of prora.mnes and projects that are promoted by differe 

organisations with their own approaches, methods and emphasis. 
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UNEF and ECLA started in 1977  a programme to contribute to the 
theoretical understanding of human settlement technology in 
the Latin American region and to promote the development and use 
of aie-quate technoloy in this field. The programme involve several 
activities i lu&ing the research and development of norms and 
design of principles for human settlements; selection of ecotechnics; 
water supply and sanitation; public services; building materials 
and oonstruction methods; techflologies which conserve energy as 
well as use non-conventional energy sources and methods of using 
energy. UNIDO has also investigated recently the possibilities of 
manufacturing low-cost modniar pre-fabricated wooden constructions. 
ILO is initiating a programme on housing technology and is to 
public in 1978  a study on the economics of low-cost housing. 

1J1!SCO has carried out activities to promote and develop local 
technical skills and design capability in appropriate technologies 
for urban and rural housing. The UNF1SCO programme of housing 
science is aimed at the training and information on appropriate 
technology for the loweet-inoome population groups and is impl€nented 
on a regional basis. Aot'ities already done in the African and 
Arab regions will be extended to the Asian and Latin American regions. 

The former Centre for Housing, Building and Planning (now Habitat) 
undertook in 1977 a compilation of procedures for the choice of 
appropriate technologies in housing, as well as the possibilities 
for international and regional cooperation in this field. It has 
been suggested that the project may continue jointly with ILO, UNID 
and UN100O IMO is also undertaking studies on the improvement of 
existing rural housing in Latin America, in collaboration with 
non-UN organisations. 

Since 1972, the World Bank has supported a great many site-and-
services projects, including over 20 urban shelter projects that 
are designed to upgrade existing settlements. The site-and-services 
projects provide alternative physical lay-out tyologics for settling 
low-income population groups, or for the re-location of squatters 
from areas that are improved. The World Dank provides loans for the 
eleotion of new tracts of urbanized land in convenient locations and 

for the installation of basic supporting services (access ways, 
water, drainage, waste disposal). - In some cases, future dwellers 
receive an irdtia.l loan to purchase building materials, whereas core 
housing units with rudimentary sanitary and washing facilities are 
provided in places where the population can afford to pay for them. 

I 	- 



In most casee, the construction of eheltra is expected to be done 
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	tic  iabitarts themselvc, or by local artisans. Since 1972, 
the World Bank has çinanced this typo of urbanisation projects in 
Zambia, El Salvador, Philippines, Indonasia o  among othera for a 
total of about USO 80 million. Projects are to be continued. in 
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Intha, Upper Volta, Peru, and Botswam. 

The World Bank has also provided loans for the design and construction 
of schQol buildings (El Salvador), workshops for primary school 
children (flwand.a), and schools (Thailand). Several lo-cost 
construction designs have been tested: the constructions are very 
simplified (waist-high, non-bearing walls, for instance) and make 
intensive use of looall-available building materials (bricks, 
asbestos, tiles, corrugated iron sheets, etc.). 

	

: 	ILO has baen interested, in similar urban projects from the point 

• 

	

	of view of the employment potentials of labour-intensive building 
techniques. 

••' 
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2. IIEPLLTH 

21 ivironnien-tal Sanittiou 

The following organisations have been involved in activiiies 
related to environmental nanitatjon, which includes the supply 
of water, and disposal of water and domestic wastes and ref\isez. 

The WHO has sponsored since 1966 many studies in oomniunity water 
supply and wastes disposal. 	Studies underway include the testing 
of simplified methods for sureilJ.anoe of drinking-water quality 
and for removal of deleterious minerals from water. Studies are 
planned on the effects of local materials and skills on 
implementing water supply projects; the testing of monitoring 
systems of drinking-water quality; techniques to screen refuse 
components in water; efficiency of conventional treatment 
processes in removing organic pollutants and development of new 
processes; case studies of commun.i -ty participation in interim 

• measures for wsstes disposal facilities in fringe and slum areas; 
health hazards in disposing of typical solid watss from selected 
industries (with UNILO); health aspects of the reclamation, of 
wastes (with FAO and UNIDO). 	Some of the research done by EGE 
on treatment and organic and tocic waate dispoal have a 
bearing on ethironmental sanitation (see below). 

The World Bank has also been engaged in water and sanitation 
research and pilot-projects, often in conjuction with the projects 
it finances in housing and urbanisation. Projects for low-cost 
urban wwer supply, sometimes coupled with low-cost sewage treatment 
(ex stablizatioi ponds), waste disposal, and drainage have 
being implemented in Indonesia, Thnisia, West Paki tan, Afganistan, 
gypi, Zaire, and Brazil. In addition, one of the main aotivitio 

of the World Bank in this field is research on water supply costs 
and on comparative capital and operating costs for different 
systems of water supply and waste disposal. Consequently, studies 
are undertaken on economic, environmental and sociological effects 
of public vs,, private tap connections, varitious in quantity 
of water supplied and water pressure levels, and intermitten supply 
water, as well as on the scope for clesigning technical improvements 
of the existing intermediate technologiea and for increasing their 
transferability and acceptance by users. 

1r- 	
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The TiN Centre for N1:.ural Resources, Energe and Transport has 
been very active in OisseminaLng knowledge of tecirnology in 
oommmnity water supply and management and waste-water disposal. 

a 

	

2.2 
	

Technologies for piovention and control of diseases. 

The WHO programme on appropriate. technology for health has began 
in 1977 an extensive programme to search, develop and test 
simplified techniques such as the production and provision 
of reagents and sinpie equipment fqn laboratoies; ruged, inexpenaive 
and heavy-use radiological equinent; cheap, re-usable nylon 
or plastic syiingee; cols boxes and vaccine carriers; oral 
rehy&raiion; diagnosis through flowcharts (tested in Ouineissau 
and Sudan); use of horbal medicines. U1WP is to support these 
measures and help experimentation with alternatives. UNICEF is 
also co*.operating with WHO in the field of improvement of equipicnt 
and search of simple med.icinals. 

UNIDO is on the other hand investigating the industrial use of 
medicinal, plants, whilst UNCTA]) and WHOestablished recently a 
list of essential pharmaceuticals. 

FM) is to continue its progranea on technologies which inprove 
nutrition 1  food quality control and monitor on food contamination. 
The World Bank is also engaged in testing low-cost methods of 
processing food made of locally available agnicultural products, 
(soybeans, unexpensive milk substitutes, fortification of food 
staples, etc.) in a large-scale rural developnent project in Brazil. 

ILO programme for the improvement of working conditions and 
environment is to continue its work on dieases and accidents 
related to occupation, including agricultural, occupations and 
the relation of such diseases to the technology in use. Priority 
sectors are: agriculture and forestry, mining and quarrying, 
manufacturing industry s  seafarers 7  building and construction, 
dockwork, and shipbuilding and repairing. Further activities 
concerning rural working conditions are planned in collaboration 
wtb WHO and FAQ. 

	

2.3 	Systems of health delivery. 

Mf  UNICEP and the Worl Bank have been engaged individually and 
jointly in the design of new systems of management of health services. 

IN 
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Acorninon feature of these prograxnmes is the reformulation of natioial 
hoa3.th services in order to establish health workers at the community 
level and low-cost in'fraetructure. All programmes stress the need 
to train health workers in I*sirnp].iuiecl  medicine"; community articipa. 
tion in the choice of health workers, the finacing by the community 
of capital and recurrent costs of health centres construction; and 
the revision of medical curricula and training for auxiliaries, 
middle-grade physicians, etc. For instance, WHO has trained rural 
health workers in Cameroon with 1JDP support. 

A typical example is a health programme in Indonesia, financed by 
World. Bank as part of a US3O  million loan to re-settle migrants. 
It aims at low-cost improvement and environmental sanitation, together 
with active involvement of the cornmun.ty. The villagers are expected 
to elect a health committee, to select members for training as 
health workers, to finance a village health insurance scheme as a 
way of pro-paying boalth services instead of giving fees, and to 
contribute with labour and construction materials to the erection 
and maintenance of simple health poste, hand-dug wells and pit 
latrines, as well as contribution to health oampaings. 	- 
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]DUCATION 

UNZCO has been engged in the stu&y of low-cost and simplified- 
maintenance equipment for radio, press and audio-visual communication., 
training and teaching. 	Pre-investmexit studies to apply such equipment 
were conducted in Thailand, Afnistan and the FhiUppines. 

The WrlcI sank has been investigating ways of reducing the costs 
of providing education, 	A crecU.t was extended recently to 
Nauritania to support (oranic 	chools which are already established 
(thus do not require any a&Utional building facilities) and which 
are expected to provide a basic education at both primary and adult 
levels. 	Thxnotional education, such as UNCO promoted in the 60's 
for adult education, is also beig aternpted by World Bark in 
Botewana is prisary school level 	Academic subjects are combined 

7 . with practical training in skills that should enable echool-leavers 
to become self-employed. 

Imr 
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4. 	E7L1RGY 

Most of the UN bodies, including regional commissions, are 
engaged in research aud/or pilot testing of tachnologica for 
tapping un-conventional sources of energy, caving on current 
levels of energy coneunption, or recycling waste heat. 

The forthcoming TiN Conference on Science and Technology for 
Develo?aent is to report on non-conventional. sources of energy, 
inclu1thg activities within and without the tilT system, as well 
as on the treflds and develocmenc in research for non-conveni,ional 
and rLon-po).luiing energy sourceso 	An interirntional conference 
on new and renewable sources of-energy may also be held in 1 98 1, 
for which a number of similar surrye are bound to be done, 
particularly by the UN Centre for Natural Resources, Enzerey and 
Tran3portatiou and IJNITAR which has been engaged in dissemination 
of un-conventional technologies and now plans to hold in the 

- future two conferences on petroleum microbiology and low-energy 
resourses, 

1JNiZCO is investigating the scientific and technical fields 	- 

related to energy, with emphasis on un-corn'entional and. renewable 
sources of energy (solar, biotherral, geothermal, bydropoier, 
ocean energy). 	UNDF is to start supporting applied microbiology 
to energy sources, in particular for prod.ucion of bioga.s. 

UNIDO, FAO and the World Bank are concerned with energy requirements 
for rural area,ihe development of low energy consuming devics 
and fuel production from agro-forestry wastee,acqiiatic plants, 
molass, rice husks, groundnuts, etc. FAO is also to engage in 
water-related energy sources (windmills, etc.) and in wood-related 
fuel improvements (charcoal, iood-fueled stoves, ete). 

UNDP has supported advisory services in Africa and Latin America 
for introducing simple methods of raking charcoal. Such devices 
are also investigated by UNICEF, at its village technology unit 
(Kenya). 1CAF is to test similar emall-cale energy devices 
through the Asian Centre for Science and Technology. ECLA, EXA 
and JWA have also shown interest in carrying out research' and 
pilot-testing on non-conventional sources of energy, At present 
many of the low-cost energy installations are being operated by 
local LDCts research groups and cenlres. 

kI 



The problems of energy converiion, storage, consertion have 
drawn particularly the attention of UNCO and IECE, The EC] 
has done many stlIdio2 on 9nergy-aving and er4ergy.-efficient 
ecu.iients and teoiq-ues ) it now plans to research the 
eMrornnenta1 aspects of new technologies for energy production, 
as veil as the requirements for medium and long-term planning 
of energy savings. Eflergy planning is also a field in which the 
World Bank is active. 

ft. 

0 
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(1) Selected examples are: waste heat from thermal power plants; 
use of low calorific coal; new usce for gas; hew techniques for 
energy production and use, and socio-.economi.c constraints, to 
introducing energy-saving plans; efficiency of gas-using equirnent, etoT 



	

5. 	M-BASD PRODUCTI(N 

	

5.1 	Agriculture and food 1 production 

Several types of activities are being promoted in the field of 
agriculture and food Production. 

As a leading organisation in this field., FAG is active in individually, 
as well as through the-OCAIR and the eleven international research 
institutes attached to the Group in the aeveiopment of new seeds 
for high-yielding varieties of rice, maize, peas and beans, potatoes 
and forage legumes. Other fields are plant resistance to stress 
(pests and weather extreme variations), biological control of pests, 
improved productivity of given agricultural subsistence and cash 
crops such as oilseecls, coconut, tropical roots, food legumes and 
aquatic plants. For instance, FAD has set up two regional projects 
in the field of food legumes, one involving ten Asian countries, and 
the other the countries of the Central American and Caribbean 
areas. The first project aims at increasing production and impz'oving 
the productivity of coarse grains and proteim-!rtch feed for livestock. 
The second is a research project to ooleot basic data on production 
of food legume production. Tropical root craps are also x'eseaxch 
region in the South Pacific by FAG and international research 
centres, In Latin America 1  FAG conducted. in 1977 an in-depth 
assessment, of current research on ailseeds. Among other findings, 
the sturijes identified the need to search for efficiet rhizobium 
races, which might become a field of intensive scientific research 
in the forthcoming years for its promises as a technique for 
substituting synthetic fertilizers. 

The world Bank also finances projects that involve similar agricultural 
research (e.g in Brazil) and the introduction of new crops such 
as legumes for livestock. 

- 

UNITAB has been contributing to identity another new field for 
scientific research, that of tissue culture which may have practical 
agricultural applications through cells, tissues and organs 
transplants of plants and animals. 

Pre- and post-harvest conservation and processing techniquep have 
been given much attention lately, particularly at FAD, but also at 
UNICEF and UNU. At the present stage, most projects are involved 
in the collection of information Tand knowledge of, and sharing 
experience on storage, conservation, processing and product development. 
A few of them are concerned with designing, fabricating and testing 
storage structures (UNICI$ Village Technolo' Unit, FAO/UND? assistance 
to an Indian grain storage institute). 

-: 	 1 
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Traditional methods of cultivation, feeding, and prevention of food losses 
are to be researched by F0 1  UNU, W, U1ISD and 1W, from the point 
of viewof either gaining knowledge on theri;ct techniques t  and/or taking 
advantage of the labour-intirnsiveness of ihce production processes. ILO, 
in particular, has produoed many studies on the employment effects of 
different labour-intensive and mechanized techniqaes in the cultivion 
of a variety of crops and ecological/geographic areas in order to promote 
labour-intensive techniques in agriculture for increasing both the levels 
of output and employment and the adoption and diffusion of technology in 
rural Bangladesh. Recent research and publications include: the effect 
on employment; of change in technology, in ooffee and tea plantations in 
India; technological change and application for sugar cane in Argentina; 
employment and technology choice in Asian agriculture; farm size factor 
productivity and technical change in developing countries. The relationship 
of technology and environment in agriculture is of marginal concern in 
the present research and operational projects and will be touched upon 
by a joint TJNP/tJNC TAD study. 

The promotion of small-scale farming and J.aboui'-intensive methods of 
production is a priority of UNDF, 1W and the World Bank. These two 
last organizations plan to research the technological policies and factor 
hat contribute to innovation in agriculture and forestvy. 

The World. Bank, in particular, has launched in 1977, eight large-scale 
projects (5 of them in India) to support local institutions that specialize 
in delivering know-how on low-oost and labour-intensive technologies to 
small-scale farmers. 	 - 

5.2 Siockbreecling 

Comparatively little is done within the tiN system in the field of new techniques 
and methods ofstockbreecUng on the potentials of natural pastures and. the use 
of aquatic plants and wastes for animal feed. Projects for the production 
of new animal sources of meat and milk have not become operational on a large 
scale despite past indications of the potentials of non-conventional animals. 
For instance, CGAIR recommended afew years back that a Buffalo Research Network 
should be established, but with bilateral funds. 

Some of the most important research on animal husbandry supported by FAO 
and CGAIR is still aimed at the eradication of animal diseases, especially 
try-panosomiaeis and the East Coast Fever. 

Interest towards legumes for livestock is shown, for instance, by a recent 
US 5 million loan, granted by the World Bank, for the establishment of a 
legume (Townsville stylo) on about &),000 ha. of fallow and permanent grazing 
lands in Thailand. The legume is a nutritive, rain-fed annual, well adapted 
to dry climates and poor coilo. It also supplements the soil's nitrogen 
requirements for crop production it i thus expected to reduce overgrazing 
and contribating to soil conservation, 

: 
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4.  
5.3 	Forostry 

FAG and World ]3ank,' with UNDP as the financing agency, have been 
the two organisations traditionally involved in forestry projects. - 
For instance, the World Bank financed 15 projects from 1970 
to 1976  (only 3 from 1953 to 1968) involving loans and credits 
of about tYS$ 240 millions. Activities mainly concerned the 
establishment of industrial plantations, forest extraction, pulp 
and paper projects. They niarginallyinvolved rural development 
forestry projects 0 pojects in Finland, South ICorea and the 
Philippines) and forestry conservation (2 per cent of total project 
costs). 

Both FAQ and the World Bank are now expenttng their traditional 
work towards reafforestation and disemination of fast-growirg 
pulpwood, to include multiple-product forestry, small-scale forestry 
(household and village woodlots), arboriculture (tree farming), 
agri-silviculture, and ailvipastu.re. These activities are 
given priority at FAQ, and tJ]DP, as well as the processing of 
forest products at the household, artisan aM small industry level. 
1enewed interect has arisen, out of this new focus, towards charcoal 
making, woodetoves and similar small-scale and labour-intensive 
devices, on which investigations had been phased out in the early 
60's. It is expected that the projects financed in the future by 
FAG, the World Bank and UNDP will take advantage of the  experience 
gained (1)anã  include components to increase the output from the 
under-utilized forest activities and products. 

ILO's new interest in this field has led to launch.ing a research-
operational project on intermediat&' or "improved" labour-intensive 
technologies in the Philippines, which may be poib1y extended 
to Indonesia. 

Ii 	
•. 	
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(i) FAG multiple forest use projects include: Upland. Forest and Fodder 
System on Private Lands (Indonesia), Foreo/catue system (Sahel), 
Integrated 4ae Sa Watershed management (Thailand). The World Bank 
has carried out projects on small holder farming (the Philippines) 
and Village Fuowood Plantation Syst.en (South Korea). 
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6 	WATER-BASHD FRODJCTI{DN 

A joint study has 1been undertaken recently to asSess current 
marine and coastal technology and the new technological need.s 
of LDC'e in this field by the Occan Economics and Technology 
Office, in oollaborati.on with IJNIDO, U1P, FAG, U1ESCO, IJ, 
WMO and fl4CO. 

In the field of technical cooperation, FAO (and lately to a 
lesser extent the World Bank) have ben auporting the establish-. 
nent of projects where aquaculture is the main core or a component 
part of the activity. The scope of these activities range from 
improving traditiona.l fihponds and pisciculture techniques, to 
the broad application of advanced improvements for fish brsedi.ng 
and disease control. 	 10 

FAO is executing with U1DP funcls a large jut -regional 
açuacultare development and 000rdination prograznme, which includes 
the establishment of regional centres for aquacultu.re, or 
networks of aquaculture centres in Latin Ameri.ca, Asia and Africa, 
as well as promotion of aquacultue and fisheries in the South 
China Sea, the Sahel zone and the Lake Chad. A total of thirty 
national projects are also executed by FAD either with its own 
resources with UNDP funding or with bilateral aid for research, 
evaluation, culture, production and trairi.ng in fiehfarning. 
In at least one case, the project is to recycle domestic wasto 
through fish culture (India, with NORA.D aid). 

FAG, Pliigof Aquaculture Development, An Introductory Guide, 
FAO/Fishing Hews Books Limited, Farnham 1977- 

FAG, U11D? and FAO Assistance for 	iture Develo 
FiG working paper, n.d. (1978). 

FAO/tHDP, Aquaculture Development and Cooi'dinatiou Programme, 
Aaculture Plzu ng in Africa, Acuaculture Planning in Asia, 

acultureFlamnn Latin .4ine..rioa reports of regional. 
work..hops, CF/REP/75/ 1, ADC?/REF/76/2 and  ADCF/REP/76/3 respectively. 

FAG, Programine for intensifyinransfer and development of 
fishing technology in the CEX)AF area, Fishery Committee for the 
iastern Central Atlantic (CECAF), CJtAF/v/77/10, December 1976. 
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7 WATER A11D LAND cGNRVArION AN]) NG}T2T 

UN3CO has several major' reserch programmes on the field of water and 
land conservation and management, focusing on the need. to improve knowlcdge 
of the terrestrial biological resources and of the iter-relat ions between 
human activities and terrestrial ecosystems. The I4an and Biosphere programme 
to which FAQ, WHO, WO and UNEP contribute, is a long-tenn international and 
inter-disciplinary research which involves a series of national and regional 
projects in the following reas: 

- the ecological effects of increasing human activities on tropical and 
subtropical forest ecosystems; 

- the ecological effects o management practices and. different land. uses 
on temperate and mediterranean forest, landscapes; 

- the impact of human activities and land-use practices on grazng lands; 

- the impact of human activities on the &ynamics of ecosystems in arid 
and semi-arid zones, in particular the effects of irrigation; 

the ecological effects of human activities onthe value and resources 
of lakes, marshes, rivers, deltas, estuaries and coastal zones; 

- the effect of hurnata activiries on mountain andundra ecosystems; 

- ecology and rational use of island ecosystems; 

- the conservation of natural areas and of the genetic material they 
contain; 

- the ecological assessment of pest management and fertilizer use on 
terrestrial and aatic ecosystems; 

- the effect on man and his environment of major engineering works; 

- ecological aspects of urban systems, with particular emphasis on the 
use of energy; 

- the interaction between environmental transformation and the adi.ptive, 
demographic and gonetio structure of the human population; 

- the perception of environmental quality; - 

- environmental pollution and its effects on the biosphere. 

UNESCO has also undertaken an International Ceo1ogical Correlations Programm€ 
which seeks, among other objectives, to evaluate the origins and distribution 
of mineral and fuel resources. The Thternational Hydrolor Programme, 
operated. by UNESCO in collaboration with WO and UEP, partly searches for 
solutions to problems related to use of water. 



Apart from theec major inter-agency, long-term research prograes, 
other ortnization5 have beei involved. in research and. 'technical cooperation 
projects. Knowledge on the resources of desert ecosystems has been 
prcmotedby UN1TI.E, through its dissemination activities. 

FAO has been involved, since 1970 in the promotion of legumes and since 
1974 in the development of a larger progrnme together with UNEF, on 
biological nitrogen fixation involving rizho'bia. A state of knowledge 
report is to be roleased soon, assessing the present importance of both 
grain and forage legumes, and their future potentiaL for development, 
as well as evaluating the institutional and pther limiting factors that -, 
affect the widespread use of symbiotic nitrogen fiation. Activities 
to stimulate free-living soil bacteria for the production of nitrogen are 
to be given additional support by UNDF. Although these invest itions 
generally seek, in the first place, to reduce the consumption of synthetic 
fertilizers, they could alsO lead to increasing the scientific knowledge 
of the soil and and water productive capacities, as well as knowledge for 
adequate conservation and management of land and soil, particularly with 
respect to the conservation and restoration processes that take place 
automatically when ecosystems regenerate spontaneously. 

The introduction of legmnes in rotating systems and., the practice of 
multiple cropping is now promoted by FAQ on a pilot scale with the d.oube 
objective of increasing agricultural production and conserving land resources 

Integrated watershed projects, as means of conserving and managing land 
and water resources, have also been executed by FAQ and the World Bank, 
usually coupled with forest land-use and in general as a qomponent of 
larger operational projects on forestry use for industrial purposes. 
However, some overall evaluation is being done. For instance, FAQ is 
carrying out a large regional research effort in 14 countries of the 
Near East and North Africa to review and evaluate the research previously 
undertaken in land and water use to determine gaps in 1aiowledge and ind.entify 
conrtraints and new areas of research and operations for soil and water 
conservation nethod.s. 

t 



3. AcflICLTIMpLFTT, TOOLS, 	IICT1S JND I!QUIPP 

The desiu, productio' and totiig or simple agricultural implcsi 
aid tool3 1  vehicles an.d eiiprnot, to be used in labour-intensive 
product iou either by hand, through animal-power, or ihrou.h unconventional 
sources of power is a. field of interest to FAQ, ILO, the World Bank, U)P, 

• 

	

	 UNIDO, UNICEF, and the Office of 3eience and Technology (ACAST), among 
other orgniations. 

For instance, ILO exccuted. a UNDP-fiiisnced project in Tanzania to assist 
in deeiting and testing simple agricitural tools and it intends to place 
greater emphasis on research aimed at a.nimai.&rawn and hand-operated famr' 
tools and unplcmcnt. Simple methods of making chrcel have also been 
supported by UND?, ILO, FAG and UNICEF. FAG is help.ng lCenya to test 
agricultural equipnient used in West Africa, Swaziland and India. 

FAQ is also executing some pilot projects to test new techniques of flood 
spree-ding (urticul3r  modules 1 ' in Colombia), incorporating advanced 
technologies to existing irrition systems, use of recycled water for 
irrigation, and transfer of animal-powered water-lifting devices. Other 
activities include the dissenination of knowledge on building wells with 
simple, low-cost and labour-intensive teniques, irrigation technicues 
for villages, ways of using food waters and., smaIl-imping and water-it ftrg 
devices, etc. The World Bank has also financed several projects for small-fl' 
scale irrigation schemes, low-cost borehore drilling, installation of 
handpuinps, testing of bamboo wells, and other similar small-scale clevices. 

Windmills for water lifting are being experirnted. by UNICEF, as well as 
improved agricultural tools implements and food processin.g simple machinery 
made of wood and simplified metal parts. 

ILO, FAO and UNIDO have jointly d.esiied a pro,ect uroposal t for submission 
to TYNDP, for a comprehensive programme of development, manufacture and use 
of fain tools and implements. tTNIDO has launched a live countrj programme 
to promote the local manufacture of improved agricultural hand tools. and 
implements. The first phase consists of making available to these countries 
the chosen implements, deiis and standards, and assist local research 
aM d.eve].opment institut ions to adapt, manufacture and test the tools and 
implements. The second phase will consist of establishing a pilot 
demonstration unit in each country. Another UNIDO project is to disseminate 
small and low-cost agricultural tractors for wet and dry lands. Jnother 
project is concerned, with low-cost transport equipment for rural areas. The 
use of plastic products in agriculture is to be promoted. by LJNIDO which 
intends to establish in Upper Volta a permanent centre for plastics in 
agriculture, as a follow-up of a previous mobile demonstration project. 
The centre should take advantage of special techniques for building plastic 
irrigation systems developed in Malaysia (for paddy fields) and in Indonesia 
and Iran (for soil treatment), using aphalts and polymers. 

Small-scale improved storage faci1ties have beezv given priority by 
UNICEF, FAG, UNtJ and UNDP. 
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90 	AGFICULIURAL WASTES A1DF(1! 73 1DUES  

Whereas initial work in this field was done by WIO with a 
view to health problems, most of the support given by UND?, UND)O, 
EC, FAO, E3CAP and UNITJUI to agricultural wastes and by—products 
is oriented towards the productivo re-use and recycling of such 
substances. A forthcoming report, prepared for UN Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development, is expected to treat 
exhaustively the trends and developments in waste —recycling technology 
and use of non—food agricultural materials. 

FM) has engaged lately in a compilation of available teohnologiea 
for the ind.uitrialisaiion of agricultural waste and residues, 
and is to prepare a survey of needs ad opportunities in this field. 
A large confercnce organized by UNIT.AE on microbial energy conversion 
has alread,y provided an indication of the soientifio and tochnical 
scope and trends in this field. 

Waste recycling and reutilisation for composting has also been 
investigated by FAO, as well as the ECE (equipment and techniques 
for manure treatment). UNDF, on the other hand, has manifested 
interest in supporting activities to convert agricultural wastes 
into protein-rich animal feed, a field in which both FM) and UNIDO 
have been engaged. The possible uses of sugar cane by —products 
has been particularly given attention to by FAO, and UNIDO has 
helped the establishment of a bagasse pilot plant in Cuba. The 
treatment of straw for animal feed has also been given atteution 
lately by FAO. Investigations are also to be promoted in the use 
of agro-wastes for cement-like materials, in particular by E3CAP. 
A IJUDO programme consists of collection, consolidation and 
dissemination of technical knowledge on the utilization of 
agricultural waste in paper making. 
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10. 	ITRY 

Most of the research and operational activities in the field 
of industry fall into one of two categories, namely the 
search for scaling-down industrial processes and the promotion 
of smal].-scale industrial activities; and the search for 
technological processes that permit savings of raw materials, 
enerr and/or avoid the production of waste either throughout 
the process or at the cnd of the production line. 

I 
1W progran.)rne on rural industrialisation for small-scale, 
artisan and rural crafts, which is to expand in thear tutw.'e, 
falls into the first category, as well as 1JLDP commitment to 
the develonent and adaptation of selected industrial 
technologies that are suitable to,labour-surplus economies. 
The same can be said of the World Bank's research and lending 
activities to the small and medi.um-soale industrial firms, 

Q 
and some of FAO support to agro-based industries. The posibilitje 
of organic linking between small and large firms have been 
researched by ILO, while the World. Bank has granted substantial 
loans and credits to implement this in the field. Various 
types of links have been developed and reearched: those related 
to the supply of inputs, materials and machinery, to small-soale 
firms, to the sale of output (subcontracting of small firms) 
and to the transfer of know-how and skills from the large to 
the small firms. Small-scale industrial estat.es have also been 
established in a joint tThP/1LO/UNID0 project. 

The industrial estates established in recent years by the World 
Bank in five countries (Pakistan, Nauritius, Indonesia, Yemen 
and Tanzania) work on the following arrangement. Large firsts 
located in the industrial estate sub-contract part of the 
production to medium and small-scale manufacturers. These are 
generally expected to use more labour-intensive methods for the 
manufacturing of simpler components or for the processing of 
labour-intensive operations needed by the larger firms. The 
World Bank has also provided loans to seven developiient finance 
companies, since 1975,  which channel credit to small and medium-
sized. entreprises. On the other hand, EOE,UN1DO and PLO have 
been searching for industrial processes that either produce 
less waste, save material inputs, lengthen the uaeful lifetime 
of equip'aent and products, or use waste produced at the end of 
the production line. 

I 	- 



10.1 	Jetal-related industrie 

The branthes of iron and steel, metal mechsnics, and other 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals have received the attention 
of tJNIDO, ECE, World Eank, ILO, among others. 

ILO case-otudies on employment in manufacturin.g relate to 
substitution of machinery with labour and include tin can 
iianufacturing (Cenya, Tanzania, Thailand), engineering machinery, 
metal works (Iiexioo Ghana), and mineral processing industry 
(USA, Zambia, Zaire, Chile). 

UNIDO's research and pilot-plant programmes include the following 
activities: 

- establishment of a pilot unit to adapt technologies in the 
foundry, forging and sheet/metal processing operations for 
adapting to these equipments to the conditions of developing 
countries; 

- research project on moulding in foundry through the adaptation 
of ferrous and non-ferrous foundry technologies, and 
particularly the parts related to moulding materials, foundry 
moulding sand and the use of suitable cupolas such as the 
simple recuperativo hot blaat cupola that has been developed 
in some Asian countries; study of natural and synthetic 
moulding sands; problems of commercialisation of these 
innovative technologies; 

- research on technology for low-grade ores, including the 
identification and application of suitable methods of mineral 
beiieficiation in order to enable the exploitation of low-graded 
mineral resources; 

- research on the application of aliuninio-thermio techniques 
in ferro-alloys production,. due to the fact that the aluniinio-
thermic techniques do not require any electric gas or oil- 
fired furnaces and are simple to operate and maintain; 

- research and development of substitute alloys based on 
indigenous alloying elements for the production of special 
stools and alloys; 

- research and dissemination activities on the techno-.economic 
feasibility of mini-plants in the iron and steel seotor to 
be implanted in developing countries that have a small market 
and limited natursi resources; 

t 



- research proj cot in Iran on the choice of both technolor 
and products in relation to a g-ivan production capaci -ty 
of copper and dopper ailcy products, including assessment 
of factors such as site, utilization of natural resources 
demand of the domestic market and surplus capacity for exports; 

• 	. 	 - comparison and evaluation of alternative industrial techniques, 
in selected. branches, including an ezsessiaent of the use of 
existing research- activities of the research institutes of 
developing countries, a survey of ihdigeious technologies 
developed by them, and the stimulation of cooperation among 
developing countries research institutes, as well as between 
theae and those of the developed countries. 

- programme for technological innpvation in light engineering 
and rural workshops. 

The ECE project on non- and lo-waste technolor has researched 
among other sectors, the iron and steel industry. Other WE 	* 
programmes include: 

- the technical-economic effectiveness and the production of engineeri 
equipment for the prevention of pollution; 

- policy and other measures for saving raw materials in engineering 
industries; 

the technical-economic aspects and results of anti-corrosion 
measures in engineering industries; 

- the use of steel in motor-vehicle manufacturing and the inter-
relationship between the iron and steel industry and the steel 
consuming industries; 

- some research and assessment work has been undertaken by ECLA 
on the economics of adaptation of technology, and the relevance 
of choice between innovation in technology vs. imports of technology, 
and improvements vs. replacement of equipment. 

Other smaller activities include the study of technology ancl envionme 
of mining and process industries (t ctiu/1mEP), small-scale mining 
(conference planned by UNITAR), research and development of machine 
tools for the textile industry (EZOAF), capital/labour substitution 
in mechanical engineering (World. Bank), 



10.2 	Chemical-relatod industries 
I 

Most of the activities in the field of chemioal-related industries, 
including pulp and paper, cement and some building materials 
are shared by UNIDD and ECU. 

The fertilizer, chamicals j  drugs and pharmaceuticals, cement and 
building materials ind6tries 7  as well as paper products and small 
pulp mills are all priority sectors in UNIIO'f programme of 
industrial appropriate technology. 

Small paper mills, cement, clinker and amonia fertilizer small 
plants have been researohed by the Wrlc1 Bank, jointly with FAO 
and IJflDF. 

The ]CE has devoted some efforts in case studies on non-waste 
technology for pulp paper making, tyree and packaging, as well 	* 
as ways of using toxic chemicals and the use of, raw materials 	- 
and 'ir!aste products as inputs in the chemical industry. For 

• 

	

	instance, UID0 has been executing a pilot and demonstration 
plazvt for clay bricks and demonstration kilns for lime. ILO 
has researched labour-intensive methods of cement block manufacturing 
and the scaling-d.on of industries that produce construction materials. 



10.4 AGRO- NDJSTRIES 

The scaling clown of agro-incluitrial plants is being promoted mainly 
by FM), and UNIDO, as well as the World Bank, ILO and UNDP, in several 
branoher3 includi.ng: 

I 

milk processing plants (FA0) 

- sugar industry (U1aD0/UNJP, iio) 

- equipment for hard-wood (uNrijo) 

- rice-bran stabilization (ui'IDo) 	 20 

- saw-mill (UNDF I  World Bank) 

- jute processing (ILO) 	- 

- pyrentrin (UND?) 

A joint FAO/TJNIDO programme on conserrat ion and processing of food and 
agricultural products has been established. Also direct industry to industry 
contacts were established under the FAO Industry-Twining programme to 
develop small and medium-scale palm oil industries in five developing courñri 
and to pursue the transfer of small-scale technology in the fields of 
processing fruit and vegetables, milling ccroals and extraction of oil seeds. 

FAO has also been developing a wide-ranging prot folio of small-scale, 
labour-intensive and economically feasible wood-based panel mills. The 
portfolio has been designed entirely for the developing countries, and 
was started with contributions from renowned consulting anh engineering 
companies from the developed countries, though it also now includes case 
studies prepared by specialists from the developing countries. 

UNIDO plans to undertake in five developing countries a pilot project on 
integrated rural industrialization and appropriate technology development 
in order to evolve a methodolor for action which national government 
could adopt. The proposed four phases would consist of first assessing 
existing industrial activities, the requirements of the rural population and, 
the resources available, and the elaboration of a development programme for 
implementation within the country's own resources. The second phase would 
include an integrated manufacturing development programme for a selected 
product or product mix, including pilot plant, deisng, repair and maintenance, 
marketing, etc.; a local manufacturing development programme to produce other 

• 	products essential for the region, with appropriate technologies; and 
action on policy and institutional requirements. Phases -three and four 
would be concerned with the dissemination of the pilot-project results. 

I 
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In addition, 1JIIIDO is cargyring out, or plozic to execute shortiv, aSerie 
of progrnes of study new tecmologies for the in istrial use of some 
well laion and unconventional agricultural products. These include, for 
example: - 

IF 

- exchange of 1ow-hor for the utilization of medicinal plants in 
developing countries where there is still a sufficient number of 

* - 	 medicinaL plants in use, so as to Busiain an inthtstry of reasonable • 	 size; 

- dissemination of an Indian small-scale multipurpose phannaceuticsl 
units which would produoe drugs in small quantities and could be adopted 
by developing countries where the commercial outlets of bulk drugs 
are limited; 

- research on the possibilities of using ,jute to reinforce plastics; 

- research and development on cotton, textiles with specific end-use 
properties to enhance the competitiveiess of cotton-fibre •textiles 
vs. synthetic-fibre textiles, including nrket research and testing; 

- development of an integrated technology, from collection to processing, 
for the extraction of oil from semi-desert-ic Balanites A. tress; 

- 	 - studr of four different technologies for fractionating palm oil and the 
assesmerit of the suitability of technology according to specifio 
product reirements; 	 - 	 - 

- research on the substitution of whale oil with oil extracted from 
the 5ojuba plant; 

- research on an integrated coconut-processing tcchnologjy -  that will make 
use of non-fully exploited ccconut characteristics; 

- promotion of new processes, usthg convention.l eqipmen± manufactured 
for the plastic indus -Iry, in order to convert natural r',thber into 
tbex'moplastic solid and liquid rubbers that could be transported easier; 

tudr of detoxification technology for castor beans. 

UNIDO has also proposed a work programme on the production of Fuels Based: 
on Agro-Forestry,  Watea in order to develop and disseminate the technology 
for the pyrolitic conversion of agro-forestry wastes and low-grade timber, 
to obtain carbon, charcoal, oil and gas. It consists of the preparation 
of teo+noloy manuals, case studies, applied research ana development on 
c'ortor closign and on stabilization of oils of establishing a pilot plant 
for traiiing. 

rr 
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11. 	 A1D 

It tb. ECE i t 

 

JIN body that has conthicted most of the research 
and operatio]. antivitiec in this field, as well as UNIDO to a leiser extent 
thon the repozt on treds and development in waste and recycling, which 
is being preprcd in view of the forthcoming UN Conference on Science and. 
Technology for Development may through additional light on the activities 
conducted in this field within the UU system As it has been already 
mentioned, iome previous outlining work was done in a UNITIR international 
meeting on the new trends and technological advances in chemistry, 
bio-ohewietry and biological recovery, rscycling and re-nec of wastes and 
residues and a report on technological trends in the use and recycling of 
basic reoources and materialo has already ben prejared.lr ECfl. 

UNIDO has establishecl a programme for the recycling of industrial lubricants 
which involves the exchageof information on available technologies and 
their promotion and improvement through research arid development in existing 
intitut ions, the search for appropriate' planning processes and the man 
manufacture of prototype equipment for the recovexzr of the industrial 
lubricants. Another UNIDO programme -concerns the recycling of polymer wastes 
(a field that ECE has also researc1cd.). UNIDO is interested in the 
excharge of inforation and d.ocumentation on existing technology and in 
strengthening institutions in selected developing countries that could 
undertake appliea research and development and build eqaipraent locally. 

The UN Centre for Natural Reeoux'ces, Ek -ierr and ?raxtsport is elaborating a 
research cii recycling and substituticri of miieral raw mat erials m1ic 
re.du.es  and. thtitution of metals. 

The Vlorld Bank has promoted unconventional oramiizational methods for the 
collection of waste inputs to a paper industry in Colombia. 

Apart from these scattered examples, the LCE has been engaged in several 
prores that search productive uses of inthistrial wastes and by-product. 
ricfly statedo  these progranmes include: 

- an inventory of air pollution emissions from power and industrial plants; 

- technologies for the recycling and recovery of todc chemicals and toxic 
substances; 

- the pSible im)Ct 5fl OCOfloiflic UC1 of waste heat from thermal power pla 

- technologies for the utilization of coal wastes during extraction and 
prooessing 

-. policies for re-utilization and recycling of wastes; 

- utilization of wastes in and by the chemical industry; 

- water supply and effluent disposal. 



12. 	CIVTh ENGINEMING WORKS 

The great majority of the programmes and projects in this field 
have been carried out through la r-interisive nethod, or 
have been concerned with researching ways of promoting these 
labour-intensivo techrLiques through polcie, improved tools, etc. 

Since 197 0 , the World Bank has undertacen a major research 
and pilot implementation programme to test, sin various developing 
oountrie, a series of labour-intensive technologies in road 
construotiou and civil angineerii.g projects, in general ;  
including rural and foecler roads, irrigation projects,etc. Thirty 
roads, dame and irrigation canal sites were investigated in India 
and Indonesia. The research involved the review and the field 
testing of a great deal of variables (standarda of construction 
design, tools, transportation vehicles for construction materials, 
relative costa of haulage by manT  animal and machine; health 
and nutritional aspects of the workers, etc.). These operational - 
activities have also been researched jointly with ILO and will 
lead to a publication in civil engineering. ?ilo -t schemes 
on the seine labo'ur-intensive basis are presently conducted with 
World Bank financial loans and credits in i3enin, Kenya, Ronduras, 
Lesotho and Mexico (see also the activities of the World. Bank 
in housing and urbanisation). 	 - 

ILO has began shifting from pure evaluation of labour-intensive 
road, housing and irrigation construction techniques to the 
application and implementation of projects. ILO is giving 
assistance to the Kenya rural access roads programzne (jointly 
with the World Bank) and intends to implement a labour-intensive 
road construction programme in Guatemala. The 1W has also 
surveyed and evaluated lately the labour-intensive building 
toohniques, the labour-intensive construction of irrigation works 
and the labour-intensive techniques for the construction industry. 
It expects to undertake shortly a UPDP financed, research and 
development project in Bang.adesh in the field of irrigation and 
flood. control. The project is to contribute to the devclojment 
of improved tools, equineut and techniques of construction which 
will enable an increase in output per worker employed without 
requiring a heavy capital investment in eqniiienb, as well as 
researching the requisite management systems for recruitment of 
labour and site supervision. 

ILO has also conducted ergonomic studies on beavy construction work 
sites (Thailand), as well as a number of evaluations on the income 
distribution effects of feeder roads and small-scale irrigation schemes. 



FAO- has been involved in a nurnber of projeots for the labour; 
intensive constructtion of wells, small hydraulic works and 
the rehabilitation of irrigation systems. 
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13. 	TRANSPORTATION 
I 

Apart from a tYIDO project on ways of pre—fabricating timber 
bridges, most of the work known in the field of transportation 
relates to institutional and organieaiional methods to diminish 

• urban congestion through restraining the use of the urban traffio 
network. One of these project is supported by the World Bank 
in Singapore, and is monitored by TJN1P and the U3 Department 
of Transport. It consists of enforcing a licensing scheme, 
applicable to central areas congested with car traffic and parking 
lots. Cars that wish to transit in the licensed areas must 
nxrcIaee and display the licence. Buses and commercial vehicles 

are exempted. Monitoring provides gate on travel behaviour, 
traffic perfonnance, business activity and enñ.roninental effects. 

Another World Bank programme in this area involves studies of 
urban transport and land use in some 12 cities. The overall 
objectives are to rationalize, through pricing and. traffio 
priorities, the use of road space in congested areas, to improve 
the efficiency of transport coinpanies to reduce transport 

$ 

	

	 requirements and demand, to cater for cyclists and pedestrians 
who cannot afford even low—oot pubio transport. 
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14. 	INZ3TITUTION BUILDING 

Most of the organizatior)s of the UN system are engaged, in one way 
or other, in promoting the establishment or the strengthening of national 
institutions in the developing countries since this activity is regardef 
as an essential means towards the overall objective of increasing the 
developing countries capabilities in soienti.fio and teohnologi.oal 
research, development planning and management. 

ILO, FAQ, U1CTAD, UNDP, UNESCO, TJNfl)O, UNOST(ACAST) and WIPO, along 
with the ECA, ECdA and ESCAP, have been promoting'the establishment of 
regional centres for transfer of technology and development, together 
with governmental regional organit ions such as the OAU, Arab financial 
organizations, etc. Sec toral Centres for the transfer and development of 
a paricu1ar product-oriented technology (such as, for example, food 
processing) have also been encouraged by, FAQ, UNCTAJ) and WIP0, among others. 
In general terms, these centres are expected to play an important role 
in adapting inported technologies to local conditiona, and to research 
and develop new technologies that are also more adequate to the given 
economic, social and ecological characteristics of the areas served by' 
the centres. 

In addition to the multi-agencies undertakings, several organizations are 
* 	providing assistance to establish specialised centres, institutes networks 

of institutions and other mechanisms in the developing countries. For 
instance, ILO is presently studying the feasibility of creating an 
in-tex'national mechanism for the promotion of appropriate technology. The 
World Bank has also suggostecl a study along similar lines, to provide an 
international mechanism that would facilitate the access of industrialists 
from d.eveloping countries to reliable information about technological 
alternatives. UNEZCO is assisting countries to establish centres at the 
regional and sub-regional levels to exchange information on scientific 
and technological requirements for new energy sources. A UNESCO-sponsored 
Centre for BnerMi iieat and t1ass Transfer has been actually created for the 
Asian and Pacific region. 

FAQ is helping the establishment of a Centre on Integrated Rural Development, 
also in the Asian and Pacific area, as well as a National Food. Technology 
Institute in Mexico. 

UNCTAD has been carrying on a large programme to assist countries in the 
preparation of national technological policies and plans. 

UNIDO's programme of action for appropriate industrial technology contemplatc 
the building up of institutional infrastricture and training prograrros, 
as well as assistance to study natioiial and international policies for the 
development of science and technology. UNIDO also intends to strengthen 
and/or establish over 100 technological institutes both for general-purpo3e 
and specialized., which would contribute to the choice, acqiuition, absorptic 
application and development of new and appropriate technologies. One of 
these institutions would be a demonstration centre for small-scale plants 
that produce building mat erLals. In addition, with the results of .a 
survey of indigeneous technologies in selected industrial branche UNIDO 
is to prepare a. common register of global research projects to promote 
co-operative research programmes for developing such ind.igeneous technologleE 



as well as to asii countries in the identification of sponsors and 
means of finance. In para]il, UIDO Thdustrial and Technological Informatior 
Bank ia being set up to help, among other objectives, the selectiofl of 
appropriate teohnology.  

All of these activities intend to stimulate the cone eni of countries aboit 
practical and efective research and development in the field of science 

- and technology. 

Disseuiin3t ion programmes are part of the normal activities of all the 
agencies that are enged..in appropriate technology, in the form of 
publications (manuals, guide-lines, newsletters, bulletins, technical 
memoranda), technical cooperation services and coAsultatione (inetins, 
seminars, conferences, etc.). Some organizations, such as FAQ and UNEP, 
also have referral sy -t ems on specific items. Suggestions for the 
establi.hiiiit of a global system of exchange of information and transfer 
of appropriate technology througa an.information referral system or throii 
other mechanisms, are still at the stago of discussions. 
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LIST 01r,  SELECTED BIG tiCGRkr1IC PFF'CES 

INSTITUTION BUILDINCI 

110, Tioii,  Emplo 	and BsicNecdo, ILO Overview Paper prepared 
for the United. Nations Conference on Scienco and Teehno1or for Development 
Geneva 1977. 

ILO, International Action for Appropriate Technology, a collection of 
• 	 papers prepared for an oxper -L, meeting on International Ac-t -ion for 

Appropriate Technology, Geneva, 5-9 December  1977,  to be published in 1970. 

a 

UNESCO, Determination of priorities in science and trnoio,_pproach 
and practical consideraticnr, t 'C071IS/RCJJ/T2, 27 September 1977- 

t)1iO0, JNECO'spromme of Lnternat?ona1 	ra coopetion in science and 
techno12_policpreconomic and social development, 
11 November 1977. 

FAQ, 	poa1 frr the creation of an Asian Network for Techiioloyjransfe 
inA-inthwtries, Technical Consultation among 1eve1oping Countries 
for Transfer of Technology to Develop Food. and Agriculture Products 
Conservation and Processing Industries, Mysore, 7-15 August 1 97 8 - 

- 	DISSflSATION 

ILO, Government Policies and the Imolementat ion o4pprriate Pechnolor, 
A. Titative Research Note, n.thTh978). 

ILO,prarnme on the Dissemination of Information on Appropriate 
Technolo, World Employment Prograrriie, Febnmry 1978. 

flO, Rel2rt of the Consultation on Appropriate Technology for Health, New 
Delhi, 5-1 December 1977, ATH77.3. 

ACAST, Information exchange and the transfer of technology, i/Ac.52/xxIV/ 
CBP. 10, June 197 8 - 

ECOSOC, Net•,ork for the oxchanço of technoloi.cal information and the 
Industrial and Technoiogcal information Bank, Developrent and. International 

onomic Co-operation, E/i7877 2 , 9 May  1978. 

FAQ, Home Techni, Vol. 1 to 7,  Home Economics and Social Programme 
Ser,ices, Human Resources, Institutions and Agrarian Reform, FAQ, Rome. 
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çculture I3ulletin, FAQ, Vol. 1 to 8 (discontinued in October 1977). 


